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First detection!
9:50:45 UTC, 14 September 2015

LIGO Hanford signal

LIGO Livingston signal

The front page shows the first detection of a gravitational wave by LIGO. The orange (top) and blue (bottom) lines show the
filtered data collected by the Hanford and Livingston observatories, respectively. The data from each detector is bandpass
filtered between 35 Hz and 350 Hz, with additional notch filters used to suppress strong instrumental spectral lines.
The back cover and “the waveform explained” show the modeled signal at the LIGO Hanford observatory. The trace is not a
line but a band; the width indicates the 90% uncertainties in the black hole binary signal constructed using the posterior
samples from the coherent follow-up analysis from both the Hanford and Livingston observatories. The posterior samples
provide a distribution for the system parameters from which a signal can be generated for each set of parameters. Then
the central 90% of the signals at each sample time are highlighted to produce the trace shown. All model waveforms are
bandpass filtered between 35 Hz and 350 Hz, with additional notch filters used to suppress strong instrumental spectral
lines. The width of the band indicates the range of plausible signals given our noise model.
The title, the back cover and the ‘waveform explained’ have been provided by Ben Farr, currently a McCormick Fellow at
the University of Chicago, Christopher Berry, currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the University of Birmingham and
Nutsinee Kijbunchoo who is currently an operator at LIGO Hanford.
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Welcome to the LIGO Magazine Issue #8 !

Welcome to the eighth issue of the LIGO Magazine. You might have heard it on the
news: a gravitational wave has been detected by LIGO. Many of us have worked years
or decades towards this moment, and now is the time to celebrate this very special
achievement. The era of gravitational wave astronomy has now truly begun and our
work and our science has suddenly become much more visible to colleagues and also
to the public.
This issue was prepared at the time when the scientific papers on the detection were
still being written, and when most groups were working hard to prepare new material
for the public announcement. We are very grateful to our contributors whose time and
effort made it possible to now present some stories and images that you might not have
seen before. Our title, the back cover and the several articles in the magazine are all
about GW150914, the first gravitational wave signal detected by the LIGO observatories. In `The Transition of Gravitational Physics – From Small to Big Science’ we complete
the story on the origins of LIGO from the personal perspective of an NSF officer at the
time. Throughout the magazine we have collected quotes, thoughts and reactions from
a small number of people. We believe that their thoughts and stories are representative of the very many people who contributed so much to LIGO, but who cannot all be
presented here. And while we are celebrating the ground-based detection, LISA Pathfinder is very successfully demonstrating the technology for a space-based detector.
Read more about this in ‘LISA Pathfinder: going operational’.
As always, please send comments and suggestions for future issues to magazine@ligo.org.
Andreas Freise for the Editors

LIGO Scientific Collaboration News
September 14, 2015 marks the end of a

tional waves. It also opens the way to a new

long journey and the beginning of a new

adventure: gravitational-wave astronomy.

adventure. On that day, a feeble ripple of
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space time was turned into a visible (and

Since 2008, when Advanced LIGO was

audible!) signal by our LIGO detectors, two

funded, many people were involved in in-

of the most incredible devices ever built

stallation and commissioning to make the

by humankind. That ripple of space time

Advanced LIGO detectors a reality - this was

briefly crossing paths with Earth after a bil-

hard work, invisible to most people outside

lion year long voyage through the depths

the LIGO detectors, but of course the heart

of space brought us GW150914, the first

of the discovery. Since 2010, the LSC has

Gaby (Gabriela) González

ever direct detection of a gravitational

been not only analyzing initial LIGO and

LSC spokesperson

wave. GW150914 brings to a conclusion

Virgo data, but also tuning search codes to

the long journey to directly detect gravita-

make the best of the Advanced LIGO detec-

tors data to come, and trying them in seven

code looking for unmodeled events. Fasci-

funding, and always with people collabo-

(!) engineering runs.

nating. Nature had indeed surprised us! In

rating and moving forward, getting stron-

a matter of hours, analysts started analyz-

ger through differences and discussion.

The last chapter in the story leading to

ing the event, the detector characterization

The discovery has the world in awe, looking

GW150914 began on August 17, 2015. At

group began looking at data artifacts that

at the sky in a different way - and we should

8:00 a.m. PDT, the green light was given to

could rule it out, instrumentalists wondered

all be very happy and proud.

start ER8, the last Engineering Run before

who could plant a double blind injection in

O1, the first observing run with Advanced

the detectors, and the LSC management

This is the beginning of an even more excit-

LIGO. The H1 and L1 detectors were over 3

scratched their heads to figure out the next

ing road ahead: detectors with improving

times more sensitive than the initial LIGO

step: there was no room for mistakes, we

sensitivity, more observing runs, more de-

detectors to the coalescence of neutron

had to be sure this was a detection before

tectors (Virgo!), more detections and likely

stars, but our expectations for a first detec-

we could announce it to the world. This

tion in O1 were low. However, we also knew

would take months and a lot of work!

that nature sometimes likes to play with
us. So we worked hard to be ready; when

We took more data, and analyzed it in sev-

you start looking, you never know what

eral different independent ways. The Detec-

you might find! In the weeks leading to the

tion Committee was now put to work not in

planned start date of the first observing

“preparation” mode any more, but for real.

run, the Hanford and Livingston labs were

The highest priority was now to collect the

buzzing with the many activities required

data needed for validating the candidate

to deliver stable detectors and achieve

event. Just one month after the event, on

long, robust lock stretches of data. Installa-

October 22, a first LVC-wide meeting in-

tion and commissioning technicians, engi-

formed the collaborations that a detection

neers and scientists were working around

case for GW150914 was being assembled,

the clock to make the detectors ready for

so we could start “Step 2” of the detection

the upcoming observing run. 24-hr cover-

procedure. The next day, a Paper Coordi-

age in control rooms began on August 10.

nation Team was appointed to draft the

While LSC fellows, control room operators,

discovery paper - even while the analysis

and the laboratory scientific staff joined by

results were still being reviewed. In parallel,

‘detcharians’ were monitoring and calibrat-

the Education and Public Outreach group

ing the instruments, analysts across the LSC

put together many resources, including

finalized the codes required to analyze the

how to explain what a black hole merger is

A physically accurate gravitational lensing visualization

data. After a many months discussion, we ap-

to school children. What happened in the

of a binary black hole merger.

proved in August our “Detection Procedure”.

weeks that followed is recent history – a

more surprises, more interest in what we

As the end of ER8 approached, stable and re-

swirl of faster and frenzied activities much

find and who we are. While we celebrate

liable locking of the interferometers with a

like the inspiral of the two black holes cul-

our first detection, let’s get our hands and

BNS range of ~80 Mpc was now routine.

minating with Dave Reitze’s “We did it!” on

heads together again, and keep opening

February 11, 2016.

this new window on the universe.

tional-wave signal ever seen by LIGO was

We did it indeed: we discovered gravita-

Here’s to you, and to the gravity-bright

not a binary neutron star chirp. It was the

tional waves, and we did it all together. The

universe!

chirp of two massive black holes colliding

road has been long, starting in the 70s with

at half the speed of light, found by an online

the vision and later, in the 90s, with the

Then September 14 came. The first gravita-

Gabriela González and Marco Cavaglià
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The waveform explained
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A Perfect Source

Timeline of GW150914

A

bout 1 billion years ago:

1992: The epoch of LIGO construction be-

Two black holes merge, releasing

gins, leading to the realisation of the two

approximately 3 solar masses of energy in

observatories LIGO Livingston (LLO) and

the form of gravitational waves. These waves

LIGO Hanford (LHO).

Numerical-relativity simulation of the gravitational
waves emitted by GW150914, the black hole binary
detected on 14 September 2015 by Advanced LIGO.

start spreading through the universe at the
speed of light. They will be the first gravita-

2002: The two initial LIGO detectors and

tional waves detected by LIGO, GW150914.

the GEO 600 detector start their first period
of scientific data taking, ‘Science Run 1’.

About 100,000 years ago:
GW150914 enters the Milky Way.

Deinstallation of an Initial LIGO seismic isolation

Hanford, Washington and Livingston,

platform at LHO.

Louisiana - October 20, 2010:
Berlin, Germany - November 25, 1915:

With the end of the sixth science run, the era

called L1, is locked fully for the first time.

Albert Einstein presents his General Theory

of the first generation detectors ends, with-

GW150914 is 465 days away.

of Relativity to the Prussian Academy of

out the detection of a gravitational wave. At

Sciences. GW150914 is 99 years, 9 months,

the same time the installation of Advanced

LHO - December 3, 2014:

and 20 days away.

LIGO begins with the decommissioning of

The detector at Hanford, H1, is now fully

the initial LIGO detectors. Two upgraded

locked. Commissioning and noise hunt-

MIT - April 15, 1972: Rai Weiss

4 km instruments will be installed at LIGO

Publication of Quarterly Progress Report

Hanford and LIGO Livingston. GW150914 is

No. 105 outlines the concept behind LIGO.

4 years, 10 months and 25 days away.

GW150914 is 43 years, 4 months and 30
days away.

LLO - May 27, 2014:
The second-generation detector at LLO,

8

The detection of gravitational waves was the result
of decades of work by hundreds of people. This timeline has contributions from a small number of collaborators, with interesting stories to tell; it is in no
way meant to amplify their roles above those of the
rest of the LIGO and Virgo Scientific Collaborations.

ing proceeds on both detectors, slowly but

the groups asking for a few more days to

LHO - September 13-14, 2015

steadily improving their performance, in the

complete these tasks...so... NO-GO! A new

– Stefan Ballmer and Evan Hall:

drive towards the first observation run, O1.

tentative date to start the run: September

Nearing midnight, sitting in the Hanford

18th. “Not a big deal, just a few more days.

control room, Evan and I finished mea-

LHO – September 9 2015, 22:00 UTC

It’s not like we are going to detect gravita-

suring the output mode cleaner mode-

– Mike Landry:

tional waves on day one...” GW150914 is ~4

matching. There were more measurements

An all-hands meeting was convened at

days away.

to be done before “hands-off” for the of-

LHO, describing expectations for the O1

ficial start of the observation run. But, no

run, operator and LSC Fellows coverage,

LLO - September 11, 2015 - 15:00 UTC

rush - the run start had been delayed by a

alerts, the Rapid Response Team. The final

- Brian O’Reilly:

week. Those measurements could wait un-

bullet of the presentation read “We have

We had a meeting of site personnel where

til the morning. It was time to declare the

to be ready for detection, and possibly, for

we talked about event alerts and how we

interferometer undisturbed and go home.

some surprises along the way.” GW150914

needed to be ready for a detection. At the

GW150914 is less than 3 hours away.

is 5 days away.

time there was a minor stir from the fact
that a Gamma Ray Burst Alert #18263 related to Short GRB 150906B had explicitly

Summary!
●

●

●

mentioned the Advanced LIGO detection
horizon. I remember trying to not overstate

We are about to start the ﬁrst observing run of the
advanced LIGO era!
Our range is 3X that of the best initial LIGO
sensitivity, 27X volume!
We have to be ready for detection, and possibly, for
some surprises along the way!

the chances of a detection but to emphasize that our mindset for this run should be
different. GW150914 is ~3 days away

Final slide of the LHO all-hands meeting of Sep 9, 2015
G1501196-v1

LHO All hands meeting - 9 Sep 2015!

13!

Teamspeak JRPC Channel

September 13, 2015 – 14:00 UTC:

Evan Hall

GW150914 is now closer to Earth than Voyager 1. It is ~18 hours away.

- September 10, 2015 – Lisa Barsotti:

LLO - September 14, 2015:
Joe Betzwieser: I had, (along with Shivaraj

The best-attended Joint Run Planning

LLO - September 13, 2015

Kandhasamy and Adam Mullavey) just fin-

Committee call of the year started with

- Gaby Gonzalez, Les Guthman and the

ished updating the real-time calibration

an evaluation of readiness to begin O1

Documentary Project Team:

model with our latest numbers. We had

on Monday, September 14th, as originally

Gaby: I remember telling Les that we were

finished taking measurements on the in-

scheduled. Leaders of groups representing

very excited about starting to take data, we

terferometer between 07:30 and 08:00 UTC

different aspects of the run were asked to

didn’t expect to see anything, but we never

(2:30 to 3:00 am), and had been analyzing

give a “GO/NO GO” to proceed. Run coor-

knew - I even mentioned that we knew so

the data. I left the site just after my last log-

dination: GO! Detectors: GO! Commission-

little about black holes, that it was possible

book entry of the night around 09:05 UTC

ing: GO! “This is going to be easy”, I thought

we’d see those in the run… GW150914 is

(04:05 am local time). GW150914 is less

while chairing my first meeting. Jeff Kissel

~12 hours away

than an hour away.

then reported for Calibration, saying the
measurements would be completed on-

LLO - September 13-14, 2015

time but more time would be required for

– Anamaria Effler and Robert Schofield

a reliable on-line calibration, crucial for

Anamaria: I had traveled to Hanford the

sending alerts to partners. Also, technical

week before the event for a week of envi-

issues were complicating hardware injec-

ronmental noise coupling tests with Rob-

tions. Both Detector Characterization and

ert Schofield and then we both traveled

Data Analysis groups stressed that hardware injections were crucial for validating

Interview with Gaby Gonzalez at LLO on Sunday Sept. 13,

data quality and analysis pipelines, espe-

about 12 hours before the detection. Left to right: Chris-

cially with respect to on-line analyses. The

tine Steele, editor; John Armstrong, Director of Photogra-

JRPC call ended with a large fraction of

phy; Gaby; Les Guthman, Director and Producer.
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to Livingston. As luck goes, we didn’t fin-

Livingston, Louisiana

time of the event. Within 15 minutes, the

ish all the tests we had in mind and were

- September 14, 2015 - 09:50:45 UTC:

first sky map was available.

still injecting until 2am on that Monday

GW150914 is detected by the Livingston

the 14th. We then worked from the con-

instrument, L1.

At 11:23:20 UTC, an analyst follow-up deter-

trol room until 4am. We wanted to make

Hanford, Washington

mined which auxiliary channels were asso-

sure our data were sufficient for what we
deemed important tests before embarking

- September 14, 2015 - 09:50:45 UTC:

that these were un-calibrated versions of

on others. We discussed if we should do

GW150914 is detected by the LIGO Han-

h(t) which had not been flagged as “unsafe”

“car injections” where we take a GPS watch

ford instrument, H1. This coincident de-

and were only added to the set of available

and drive a big car next to the buildings,

tection occurs ~7 ms later than at L1,

low latency channels after the start of ER8.

applying the brakes violently every five

within the light travel-time between the

Based on the safety of the channels, the

seconds exactly, so we can see if we can

two sites.

Data Quality Veto label was removed within

extract the pattern in DARM. This helps us

ciated with iDQ’s decision. It became clear

2.5 hours and analyses proceeded after re-

place limits on traffic near the detector. It’s

Having interacted briefly with the LIGO

a quick test so doesn’t require too much

test masses, GW150914 propagates on-

“awakeness” and we could’ve knocked

wards essentially undisturbed.

starting by hand.
AEI Hannover – September 14, 2015, 10:00

it off our list. But the GPS watch had un-

UTC – Marco Drago and Andy Lundgren:

synched from the satellites and somehow

Marco: I was in my office that day as usual,

that was the last straw and we said “fine,

LLO – September 14, 2015, 09:53:51 UTC

working on a paper, when I received a mail

let’s just call it done and go, we can live

– Alex Urban, Reed Essick:

from the pipeline regarding an event. I was

without this test”. I distinctly remember

The Coherent WaveBurst (cWB) data analy-

not really surprised, the alert threshold was

(because I was asked many times the next

sis algorithm detected GW150914. An entry

near 1 event per day, so I was convinced

few days), looking at my car clock as I was

was recorded in the central transient event

it was a typical noise event. My colleague

driving off and seeing it was 4:35am, re-

database (GraceDB), triggering a slew of

Gabriele and I reviewed the coherent event

membering it was off by 3 minutes, and

automated follow-up procedures. Within

display. Just looking at the time-frequency

being annoyed.

three seconds, asynchronous automated

plot, it was clear that this event was com-

data quality (iDQ) glitch-detection follow-

ing from a binary coalescence. The SNR was

As Anamaria and Robert leave the site

up processes began reporting results.

so loud that we were convinced that it was

GW150914 is less than 20 minutes away.

Fourteen seconds after cWB uploaded the

an injection. However, I did not find any

candidate, iDQ processes at LLO reported

declared injections at that time, so I went

LLO Electronic Logbook – September 14,

with high confidence that the event was

to Andy’s office to ask him. I remember

2015, 09:05 UTC – William Parker:

due to a glitch. The event was labeled as

that my first sentence was not “We have
an event”, but, “Is someone making a CBC
injection?” Andy said no, so I told him that
there was a very nice event. He asked me
for the GPS time and I realized I had left it
in my office! So crazy. Andy made Omega
scans, found there was no standard hardware injection, and confirmed the event in
the data. He then knocked on the wall to
call Collin from his office (it was quite funny) and we started to call the CBC people

“rejected” 4 seconds afterward. Automated

and inform them.

alerts ceased.
Andy called the laboratories to ask the de-

10

Processing continued, however. Within five

tector status. I am not sure that we told

minutes of detection, we knew there were

them about the event, we were not sure

no gamma-ray bursts reported near the

who to ask for information. Andy’s office in

a short time became full of people looking

Gainsville, Florida– September 14, 2015,

I knew I could not ask him if he made a

at the event. Someone asked: “What do we

12:00 UTC – Sergey Klimenko:

blind injection the night prior, but I could

do now?” At a certain point I went back to

September 14 morning I was checking e-

ask : “Are we in a blind injection phase right

my office to start the email, “Very interest-

mails. I saw the Coherent WaveBurst (cWB)

now?”. I did so, pretty emphatically. He an-

ing event…”

alert. Alerts were expected, what was not

swered “no”, as he did to “did you make a

expected was the unusually high signal-

regular injection”, “did you make a blind in-

LLO control room phone – September 14,

to-noise ratio of 24, way above any back-

jection test on regular channel”, and finally

2015, 10:27 UTC – Andy Lundgren calls

ground event. It reported a clean chirp in

for good measure, “did you make any injec-

operator William Parker:

both detectors with the chirp mass of 27.6

tion at all?”. Hearing Jeff say no to all these

AL: Hi, this is Andy from DetChar. Is anyone

Solar Masses. My first impression was that

questions was astonishing.

online?

this was a hardware injection but digging

WP: Yes, Livingston Control Room here.

deeper I realized this was not the case. “Big

I phoned Gaby to confirm with her that I

AL: We’re tracking an event here. What is

Dog deja vu” - I thought - “but much more

could tell the 9:00am Detector Character-

the current state of the detector? Is every-

spectacular!”. After some cross-checks and

ization meeting that the cWB candidate was

thing running nominally? Are there any in-

consultations, it was clear that we needed

not due to a blind injection. I got her voice-

jections being done?

to start the detection checklist. After 8 AM

mail. Because we were not in a blind injec-

WP: We’ve got a good strong lock, every-

people woke up and the e-mail floodgates

tion phase (which requires notifying the

thing is normal. There’s no injections.

broke wide open.

collaboration - blind injectors can’t take the

September 14, 2015 - 10:55 UTC

Richland, Washington – September 14,

get the event response moving, I said so,

- Email to Burst Group:

2015 12:00 UTC - Mike Landry:

in Detchar. There was no blind injection. I

From: Marco Drago <marco.drago@*******.de>

Waking on Sep 14 I checked emails, find-

took that meeting standing up, in the small

Subject: [burst] Very interesting event on ER8

ing Marco Drago’s message on the “Very

conference room at LHO. At about 9:20 I

Reply To: burst@******.org

interesting event”. With such a high SNR, I

left the meeting for a little while, walked

LSC completely by surprise), and in order to

assumed this would prove to be a hardware

down to the control room, and we initiated

Hi all,

injection, quite possibly a test blind injec-

the first of our Rapid Response Team (RRT)

cWB has put on gracedb a very interesting event in

tion. I had an email conversation with Gaby

responses to gravitational wave triggers. I

the last hour.

and David Shoemaker at 6:30 in the morn-

asked Jeff Kissel to write an event (EVNT)

https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/view/G184098

ing in which, looking at the experimental

log on the blind and regular injection chan-

This is the CED:

logs for the past couple of days, we thought

nels. Patrick Thomas checked the badge

https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.

it highly likely a blind injection test. Da-

reader logs to assess access to the experi-

edu/~waveburst/online/ER8_LH_ONLINE/

vid confessed the following misgivings

ment halls. Sheila Dwyer and commission-

JOBS/112625/1126259540-1126259600/OUT-

about such a test process. From his email

ers looked for ADC overflows, timing and

PUT_CED/ced_1126259420_180_1126259540-

that morning: “I find the blind injections

issues on site. The CDS group looked at re-

1126259600_slag0_lag0_1_job1/L1H1_11262594

are really a lot like telling someone sailing

mote logins. These were the first of many

61.750_1126259461.750/

across the ocean in a small boat with only

event logs in the new password-protected

periodic internet connection that you love

“EVNT” logbook, on GW150914.

Qscan made by Andy:

them, and waiting to hear back what they

https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~lundgren/wdq/

think, and to discover after days, weeks, or

LLO - September 14, 2015, 13:00 UTC

L1_1126259462.3910/

months they were just kidding around.” As

– Brian O’Reilly:

https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~lundgren/wdq/

I sit here now, writing this, I am happy that

When I got to the control room the night

H1_1126259462.3910/

the universe ultimately responded in a gen-

shift operator, William Parker, informed

erous and loving way.

me that someone had called to ask about
our status because there was an event.

It is not flag as an hardware injection, as we understand after some fast investigation. Someone can

I drove to the lab, speeding and amped

The audio was bad, and William thought

confirm that is not an hardware

up, and cornered Jeff Kissel, our local LHO

the person who called was named Eric. I

injection?

blind injector. Having myself been a mem-

spent a few days looking for the right Eric

-Marco

ber of the blind injection team in the past,

or Erik, until we figured out that it was

11
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Andy Lundgren calling from Germany.

was a feeling that it was a blind injection,

we collected enough background to be

We had a film crew on-site and they were

and I got that reaction from several people

able to say so with confidence.

there for the morning meetings. We talk-

when I showed them the spectrogram. I re-

ed about the alert, but didn’t dwell on it,

member Carl Blair, one of the LSC Fellows,

In talking with Joe Giaime (The Head of

except to emphasize that alerts like this

said something to the effect that it looked

the Livingston Observatory) over that day

were to be expected through O1 and that

so good it had to be an injection.

and the next couple of days he was still not
convinced. Dave Reitze was to visit LLO on

we needed to be very systematic in our
approach to them.

Recall that at the September LVC meeting

Wednesday and the plan was to ask him

someone (I think it was J. Kissel) communi-

directly if this was a blind injection. When

There was some confusion due to the data

cated to Gaby that “there would be a blind

Dave did show up I brought this up at a

quality (“iDQ”) veto of the signal. Sergey

injection test in ER8” (quote may not be ex-

meeting on September 16th. Dave said very

Klimenko sent an email at 11:15 UTC, which

act). So I was convinced that this was the

clearly that as far as he knew it was not a

I read after our 13:20 UTC morning meeting

promised test.

blind injection. And he should have known.

in the control room:
At 11:00 Central I joined the DetChar call.
From: Sergey Klimenko

I distinctly remember when Mike Landry

Subject: [burst] Fwd: action required for GraceDB

said “It is not a blind injection”, on the call.

event : G184098(burst_cwb_allsky)

The reaction in the room at LLO was very

Reply To: burst@****.org

pronounced.

Why this event has been rejected by iDQ! - this is a
nice inspiral with Mchirp = 27 Mo.

That set in motion a blur of events. We

Sergey.

quickly decided to freeze the detector. We
have a meeting on Monday afternoons

We have a 09:00 AM (1400 UTC) meeting at

to go over the tasks for Tuesday mainte-

LLO with group managers/senior staff. At

nance. At that meeting we canceled all

this meeting I mentioned the event. There

maintenance activities (Rai Weiss told me

was not much excitement. We were follow-

later that from his vacation home in Maine

Dave Reitze on blind injections

ing up, I mentioned that I would poll the

he saw these cancellations and worried

LHO - September 14, 2015 - 22:00 UTC -

site by email to find out who was at the site

that something had gone very wrong). Of

Mike Landry and Fred Raab:

in the hours before and after the event, and

course something had gone very right, and

Fred came to my office in the afternoon, and

what activities they were engaged in. There

we spent the next 4+ weeks making sure

I pulled up the Omega scans of the event for

Our LIGO colleagues have done an outstanding

ning, building and operating these crazy in-

ment scientists performed hundreds of checks

job for reaching such an unbelievable sensitiv-

struments. I will not regret the last 35 years of

on the detectors to establish that they were

ity. I deeply admire their capacity, well knowing

my scientific career. My consideration to those

operating reliably, the data analysts carried out

how difficult it is. The detection of this black

scientists in our research institutions, NSF,

multiple searches and established detection

hole coalescence brings also, in my opinion, the

CNRS, INFN, MPI, etc, for having accepted to

confidence beyond any reasonable doubt, the

first true experimental evidence of black holes,

support our expensive and risky projects more

signal was scrutinised inside out, its parameters

all that on top of the gravitational wave detec-

than 20 years ago. And my special thanks to

estimated, consistency with general relativ-

tion. A great job. I hope that Virgo will follow in

Rai Weiss and to Peter Bender, who attracted

ity tested, astrophysical consequences drawn,

operation very soon for creating, together with

me to this field. - Alain Brillet

12 papers were written in concert. I am proud
at how all this came together. It does justice to

LIGO, the first gravitational wave observatory.
- Adalberto Giazotto
Beautiful! Congratulations to all of us who
finally succeeded inventing, designing, plan-
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GW150914 arrived at our detectors on Sept 14th

all the past years of hard work and non-detec-

2015. On February 11th 2016 we announced our

tions and to this wonderful gift of Nature that

discovery to the world. In 180 days the instru-

GW150914 has been. - Maria Alessandra Papa

GW150914 moments

both instruments. “That’s it!” he exclaimed.

lieve it, we found no better explanation.

We were sure the September 14 event was

“That’s either a signal, or an injection”.

It seemed we had detected gravitational

real, but what if we had missed a bug in

waves for the first time in history!
LHO - September 14, 2015 - Miquel Oliver:

our search codes? Luckily this did not happen, the event was louder than our ability

The experience of being at the LIGO Han-

LLO September 16, 2015 - Anamaria Effler

to measure background, and we were able

ford Observatory site for the detection was

and Robert Schofield - reflecting on what

to claim with very strong confidence that

so unreal, it’s hard to explain. On the event

would have happened if they had contin-

this was a detection. My part in making

day we Fellows woke up to a rain of email,

ued PEM injections on Sep 14th:

the first gravitational-wave detection was

so, intrigued, we drove to the site with the

Anamaria: I breathed a giant sigh of relief

now done. I could now focus on trying to

aim of understanding what was going on.

knowing that we were off site already and

find second and subsequent signals. It was

Was it possible that the blind injection

that we didn’t do the last few tests. But

strange how in a space of 3 weeks we had

phase had already started during an engi-

knowing how close we were…

transformed from a collaboration expect-

neering run?

ing to make “no detection” statements in
Robert: If we had decided to go back into

the next two years to a collaboration start-

The answer came as soon as we got to the

the experimental halls and finish every-

ing to write a “first discovery” paper along

site. Jeff Kissel published a logbook entry:

thing, then we might have missed the

with many accompanying papers exploring

the event was not a blind injection! At that

detection, or at least made vetting a lot

various astrophysical aspects of this detec-

point a tsunami of excitement and more

harder. I didn’t realize until much later that

tion. Next time I tell a graduate student that

and more questions started.

because Anamaria and I had been to both

this is an exciting time to be in gravitational

sites, working around the ESDs, just before

waves, I won’t need to cross my fingers be-

I Skype called Alicia Sintes, my adviser. She

the detections, we were prime suspects in

hind my back. Except, what if this really was

wanted to know what was the impression

the event that the detection was a mali-

a blind injection? What if someone just said

on the site and I immediately said that un-

cious injection.

it wasn’t, or didn’t know? Should the first

certainty was in everyone’s mind but peo-

detection really be this loud? Should it re-

ple at the site knew that it was not a blind

Albert Einstein Institute Golm (40km from

injection. The feeling that something big

Berlin) - October 5 2015 - Ian Harry:

had happened was all over the place.

It was my turn to chair the weekly Monday

AEI Hannover - October 5, 2015

teleconference. This was no normal tele-

- Tito Dal Canton:

In the days that followed, the cautious

conference though; today we were to see

As I started TeamSpeak, joined the usual

excitement and quiet celebrations grew.

for the first time the results of the offline

Monday telecon and scrolled down the list

Although at times we couldn’t quite be-

searches. There was some nervousness.

of attendees, I felt a shivering down my

I can‘t imagine a better source for the first grav-

to anticipate all the repercussions for gravity,

Measurement of gravitational wave strain by

itational-wave detection by LIGO than the one

fundamental physics and astrophysics, but its

the LIGO detectors, observation of the orbital

we found. When I realized that the signal we

echoes will be reverberating in those fields for

evolution and coalescence of the heaviest

detected wasn’t a test or an error but the real

many, many years. With so many black holes

known stellar-mass black holes, leading to the

thing, it really left me breathless. We spent years

around us generating gravitational waves, the

birth of an even heavier black hole, all consis-

studying sources that we thought would create

Universe suddenly seems full of sounds that we

tent with General Relativity. In a word: “WOW!“

the most extreme wave patterns: pairs of mas-

couldn’t even hear just a few short months ago!

- Nergis Mavalvala

sive black holes in the process of merging. And

- Alessandra Buonanno

that’s exactly the kind of signal we detected. It

ally have masses this high?

What??? our predictions were right? the optimistic ones??!! - Vicky Kalogera

perfectly matches our predictions for how two

This is an amazing discovery. We barely turned

black holes draw near each other, move around

on the Advanced LIGO instruments for the first

each other and ultimately merge. It also gives

time, and a whopping big signal popped up.

After 35 years in this field, I couldn‘t have

us a remarkable opportunity to see how grav-

And no ordinary signal, it was a pair of 30 solar

hoped for a better first detection - two black

ity operates under such extreme conditions. It‘s

masses black holes crashing into each other.

holes and a whopping signal to noise!

such an enormous discovery that it‘s difficult

This breaks new ground on so many fronts:

- Norna Robertson
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A Perfect Source
spine: it was one of the longest attendance

Would we be surprised by a weaker event

Les Guthman and the MIT crew:

lists I had ever seen, and in a few min-

missed by online pipelines? The possibil-

This image (below left) is a moment of his-

utes I was going to present the results of

ity that the event would not show up at all

tory from our footage - the frame when the

the PyCBC analysis of the data containing

crossed my mind.

box was opened and Rai Weiss recognized
the GW candidate was unquestionably real.

GW150914.
I presented the PyCBC results, and oth-

He is surrounded by David Shoemaker be-

PyCBC is software developed for offline,

ers presented the corresponding GSTLAL

hind him, Mike Zucker behind David, Nergis

wide parameter space search for coalesc-

results. I typed the necessary command,

across the table. Salvatore Vitale sits next

ing compact binaries in Advanced LIGO.

the Atlas web server survived the most

to her, Erik Katsavounidis stands behind

Although GW150914 had been already re-

benevolent DDoS attack ever and the

Rai, with Ryan Lynch. The box opening on

ported by the online searches, the result

plots revealing GW150914 became vis-

October the 5th marked the end of the pre-

of the offline CBC searches represented an

ible. There were no surprises, but we felt

liminary investigations and the start of the

important ingredient in the whole analysis.

we needed to celebrate anyway. After

detailed analysis of the gravitational wave

I couldn’t wait to see the result. I wondered

the telecon, the AEI CBC group gathered

candidate GW150914.

how the event would look through PyCBC’s

in my office and finally enjoyed the long-

glasses. Which part of the template bank

awaited detection whisky.

would pick up the event?

2016

Salvatore Vitale: Opening the champagne at MIT box
opening telecon. None of those bottles got thrown
away, but rather kept as souvenirs!

One of the nice outcomes of all of this is that it

Like many people in the collaboration, I‘ve been

When I convinced myself The Event was real,

will be a lot easier to explain to our friends and

working towards this moment of discovery for

my heart skipped a beat, and I cried too. Being

family what we‘ve been doing all these years!

my entire scientific career - more than 20 years

part of a groundbreaking discovery, earlier and

- Lisa Barsotti

- and it feels fantastic to have not only got here,

more perfect than I ever expected, is an incred-

but to truly feel that we are now at the start of

ibly powerful experience. Congratulations and

something huge - it‘s terrific. - Sheila Rowan

thanks to all of you who have made it possible.

When the event came up and we started to dis-

- Laura Cadonati

cuss it among colleagues, I especially remem-

14

ber the first conversation Stan and I (as detec-

Twenty years ago when Advanced LIGO was still

tion committee chairs) had about it and he

a dream, right through the long and challeng-

First day back in work after defending PhD. So

asked what I thought. “I wouldn‘t trade a gold

ing design and construction phases, I would not

much for an easy start! - Duncan Meacher

plated event in ER8 for a marginal event in the

have believed how successful it would be, with

middle of O1”. And I haven‘t changed my mind

the most wonderful observation of a binary

This led to a series of sleepless nights, but they

obviously! - Frederique Marion

black-hole system right at the very start of op-

made for the most satisfying time I‘ve had in re-

eration. - Ken Strain

search so far. - Surabhi Sachdev

GW150914 moments

A personal perspective

Thoughts
and
Reactions

Were you surprised about black holes being our first source?
I was wishing it would be black holes as
they are totally Einstein objects - Newtonian gravity cannot explain them - they
are nature’s gift to test the Einstein field
equations in the strong field limit and it
looks like Einstein was right again!

R

Working in a new field that for very long
had no signals must have been challenging

ai Weiss

at times. Did you ever think of switching to

Where were you when you heard about

another field?

the first detection and what did you think

I have worked in various fields including

at the time?

atomic clocks and the cosmic background
radiation as well as gravitational waves. All

I was in Maine on vacation with my wife and

of them are wonderful and fun to work on.

son and his wife. We had a date with Peter

The time was 1968 and I had just started

You go nuts if all you think about is the end

Saulson and his wife to go kayaking along

a new research group in the physics de-

result. What keeps one going is the prob-

the Maine coast. By chance Richard Isaac-

partment to work on experimental gravi-

lems at hand and the interesting people

son, was also going to join us. Richard is a

tation and observational cosmology. I

you work with in solving them.

student of Misner’s, he wrote an important

hardly knew GR and was typically one

paper showing that gravitational waves did

day ahead of the students (they may have

When you think back, what moment stands

carry energy and were real physical things.

been ahead of me in the tensor calculus).

out as the most significant in the develop-

He was the discipline chief for gravitational

The class wanted to know more about the

ment of gravitational wave science?

physics at the NSF at the critical time when

Weber experiments. These were the mea-

Clearly Weber’s idea that one could try to

interferometric detection of gravitational

surements Weber made with the excita-

measure gravitational waves directly was

waves was being proposed. He was abso-

tion of aluminium bars. I had a terrible

important. The really significant event was

lutely central to the NSF taking the gamble

time understanding the interaction of a

Hulse and Taylor’s discovery of the binary

to first develop and then fund LIGO. After

bar with a gravitational wave. I thought I

pulsar system and the subsequent exqui-

getting permission from the LIGO direc-

could understand and calculate how a pair

site analysis over many years of the dynam-

torate, Peter and I told Richard about the

of objects travelling along neighboring

ics of the system. All derived by just looking

“event”. He looked quite skeptical and

geodesics changed their separation when

at the arrival time of the pulsar pulses. The

plied us with perfectly sensible questions

a gravitational wave came by. The next

key finding was the decay of the orbit due

- “how do you know it isn’t due to…” - but

idea was to measure this separation using

to loss of energy by the system to the radia-

after seeing the data and a pretty thorough

the time it took light to go between the

tion of gravitational waves.

grilling, we all went out to a really memo-

objects. The math was reasonably easy. I

rable dinner, toasted the “event” and talked

gave it as a problem to the students. Later

about the good and bad old times.

I thought about it some more and realized
that one could actually make a sensitive

When did you start to work in the field of

gravitational wave detector this way. That

gravitational wave detection? Who intro-

was the beginning of LIGO in my thinking.

duced you to the field?
It is a long story. It began when I was a

Dinner table at Bass Harbor, clockwise from lower left

starting faculty member at MIT and was

are: Rebecca Weiss, Ben Weiss, Peter Saulson, Sarah Saul-

asked to teach a general relativity course.

son, Richard Isaacson, Rai Weiss and Carla Chrisfield.
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Thoughts and Reactions: A personal perspective
What are your hopes and expectations for
the future of gravitational wave astronomy?
I think we may have actually opened a new
way to look at the Universe. It seems black
holes are more ubiquitous than had been
thought. We knew that most galaxies have a
big one in their centers. It may even be necessary for the evolution of galaxies as we
see them to have a central black hole. One
direction of research we now know about is
the mass spectroscopy of black holes. This
is interesting for both gravitational physics
as well as astronomy. An important question has now become the source of these
stellar mass black holes: are they a relic of
the formation of the first stars in the Universe or are they born in later times in rich
clusters of stars?
If we can bring the detector to design sensitivity, we may well begin to see binary neutron
star coalescences. These will teach us something about the nuclear interaction as well
as astronomy. We should not forget about
supernovae: gravitational waves will provide

Ron Drever (middle) with (left to right) Harry Ward,

Drever was here, and he thought we would

key information about the dynamics of the

Jim Hough and Sheila Rowan. Ron started the gravi-

detect x-rays from pulsars by looking at

implosions that cannot be determined by any

tational wave research effort in Glasgow in the 1970s.

phase fluctuations in low frequency radio

other means. And, there is good reason to

In 1984 he moved full time to Caltech where he co-

waves. So we set up an experiment to do

expect surprises, we know so little about the

founded LIGO. Included in his many contributions are

that: to look at the phase of radio waves

dark (not electromagnetic) universe.

his work on resonant cavity systems and the epony-

from a transmitter in Germany, and look-

mous Pound-Drever-Hall technique. Ron is delighted

ing for phase fluctuations at the same kind

At some point with even more sensitive de-

to send the LIGO team his congratulations and his

of frequency as a known pulsar - I think it

tectors than Advanced LIGO we will be able

best wishes for the ongoing work in the exploration of

was CP1133. Just before that, around 1969

to use gravitational wave sources to learn

gravitational waves at this very exciting time.

or 1970, Joseph Weber had set up his gravi-

about cosmology. If there is a population of

tational wave detectors and was beginning

sible to map the geometry of the Universe

J

to report having seen events. It became

by observing the same type of signals we

What made you choose the field of gravita-

a little bit like the new pulsars a few years

have just uncovered at different distances.

tional wave detection as a research topic?

before. So at that point Ron Drever thought

black holes extending to the time of the formation of the earliest stars, it should be pos-

ames Hough

very interesting, this field of gravitational
waves, because this was something new,

it would be a good idea to see if we could
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Rainer Weiss is a cofounder of LIGO and emeritus

I had just finished my PhD - this would be

Professor of Physics at MIT. The Gravitation and

about 1971 - and pulsars had just been dis-

Cosmology group at MIT has been working on

covered a few years before by Jocelyn Bur-

Did you ever think of giving up and mov-

interferometric detection of gravitational waves

nell. So pulsars were very big. I had done

ing to a different topic?

since the late 1960s. The group has trained many

my PhD in nuclear physics but I didn’t find

I never really thought of giving up. We had

of the scientists now working on LIGO.

it particularly exciting at the time. Ron

two big funding scares where we thought

build some gravitational wave detectors.

the group would get shut down, but I nev-

tivity, so that would give about a factor of

tion. This was probably it: the first detec-

er thought of leaving. What keeps you go-

30, so instead of seeing one a month we

tion, after four decades of hard work.

ing in these long experiments is the spin-

might get to see one a day! That’s when it

off technologies, particularly from when I

will get really exciting. Hopefully we will

Were you surprised about black holes be-

started. My real expertise was lasers.

also see NS/NS and NS/BH binaries as well

ing our first source?

as BH/BH pairs.

No. The distance to which LIGO can see a
compact binary is approximately propor-

Pound-Drever-Hall (-Hough!) locking?
What are your hopes and expectations for

tional to the binary’s mass, so the volume

great fun, stabilising lasers. If you ask me

the future of gravitational wave astronomy?

of the universe searched is approximate-

what my favourite piece of experimenta-

What I would really like to be able to do

ly proportional to the mass cubed - and

tion was, I would say laser stabilisation.

is to see far enough out into the universe

black hole binaries have much larger

The most fun I ever got was taming lasers.

to be able to check that the expansion

masses than neutron star binaries. Be-

Some lasers were very untamable!

is still accelerating, and check that there

ginning in the 1980s, when we started

really has to be something like dark en-

planning LIGO, I thought it likely that

When did you hear about the first detection?

ergy, and that it’s not some artifact from

this would more than compensate for the

We were on a telephone call with Sathya

relying on supernova brightness to give

fewer number of black hole binaries than

[Cardiff GEO PI] discussing the fact that

you the distance scale. You see we have

neutron star binaries in the universe, mak-

there had been a gamma ray burst and

always wanted to feel that we are do-

ing black hole binaries be detected before

wondering if, you know, there was any sign

ing real astronomy. And we are already:

neutron star binaries.

in the data of that event. During that tele-

we have seen black hole binaries, which

phone call it became clear - I think Marco

is remarkable. If this had been an NS/NS

Drago and Andy Lundgren had sent some

binary discovery, people would be saying

sort of email - so it was all really exciting,

“great, you have discovered gravitational

and that was when I first heard.

waves from a source you expected.” But

Yes, I was involved in that quite a bit. It was

at the same time we have also seen black
What moment stands out as the most

holes - that’s remarkable!

significant in the development of gravitational wave science?

Jim is Professor of Experimental Physics at the

Maybe it was when our first silica sus-

University of Glasgow. As Director of the Insti-

pension in GEO was hung, and didn’t fall

tute for Gravitational Research he co-founded

down. We realised that we could make an

GEO-600 and has worked on a range of topics

interferometer with fused silica. I think for

including laser stabilisation and low-noise ma-

me that probably is the most significant.

terials. In his spare time he enjoys high performance sports cars, photography, model railways

Was that a vast improvement in noise per-

and short wave radio.

formance over steel wires?
Oh yes. When you look now at Advanced
LIGO it is a very large factor improvement
in thermal noise over initial LIGO around
about 20 Hz or so, because it is now silica.
What are you looking forward to, now that

K

ip Thorne

What made you choose gravitational wave

Where were you and what did you think

detection as a research topic?

when you heard about the first detection?

In 1972 I became convinced that gravitational wave science had the potential to

we have made the first detection?
I’m looking forward to seeing Advanced

I was working at home. Christian Ott alert-

revolutionize our understanding of the

LIGO get down to its design sensitivity.

ed me by email several hours after the sig-

universe, and so I began developing a vi-

With the event rates right now, it’s roughly

nal arrived, and pointed me to the event

sion for this field of research [see W.H.

one a month. But I think we’ve got about

display. I looked at the time-frequency

Press and K.S. Thorne, “Gravitational-Wave

a factor of 3 to go to get to design sensi-

plots and felt a sense of profound satisfac-

Astronomy,” Annual Review of Astronomy
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and Astrophysics, 10, 335-374 (1972)].

partment for Numerical Computers into

small angles would give rise to stray fields

one of the first groups to repeat Weber’s

building up in the delay line for long time

When you think back, what moment or

bar experiment, hiring Walter Winkler for

spans, leading to serious noise problems.

period stands out as the most significant

that research. Luckily, he heard of an experi-

in the development of gravitational wave

ment in Frascati, led by Karl Maischberger,

Even after Billing’s retirement, his spirit

science?

that followed identical paths. Under Billing’s

endured in the Garching group and led to

None more significant than others: It required

leadership, these two groups performed a

many discoveries and improvements that lat-

a long, sustained effort, over four decades.

coincidence experiment that was the most

er became standard in the actual detectors.

sensitive, the longest and the best anaWhen you started, how and when did you

lyzed room-temperature resonant-mass ex-

Once I closed my talk with the words that

imagine the first gravitational wave detec-

periment of that time. The analysis (Kafka,

to see gravitational waves would require

tion to happen?

Schnupp) very clearly refuted Weber’s claims.

patience and, for our generation, actually
longevity. Karsten Danzmann once asked

In the late 20th century. I wasn’t at all sure
what kind of detector would succeed first.

For attaining better sensitivities, Billing was

Billing what he would yet like to witness in

faced with making the decision whether to

his life, and Billing answered “to see the de-

What are you looking forward to, now that

go into cryogenic resonant-mass antennas

tection of gravitational waves”. We congrat-

we have achieved the first detection?

or follow the interferometric scheme put

ulate Billing on having reached that goal,

Exploring the warped side of the universe!

forward by Rai Weiss. He made the right

thanks to the sensational observation of the

decision, albeit with an argument that later

merger of two stellar mass black holes, on

Kip Thorne is a cofounder of LIGO and the Feyn-

turned out to be incorrect: he feared that

the day 2015-09-14.

man Professor of Theoretical Physics, Emeritus

going into cryogenics would mean “big sci-

at Caltech. In addition to mentoring students

ence”, i.e., very costly, whereas at that time

and scientific research, Professor Thorne’s career

interferometry was considered the less ex-

has spanned writing and film, including work on

pensive scheme. Now with the cost of one

the recent movie Interstellar as science advisor

advanced interferometric antenna we could

and executive producer.

easily build a dozen cryogenic detectors.
And another good decision was made at that

A

time, again ironically on false assumptions:

brecht Rüdiger

to go ahead with the delay-line scheme of
Rai Weiss. This gave the Munich (and later

A Wish Come True

Garching) prototypes a head start into many

Heinz Billing was just recently honored, at

pioneering features. As Walter Winkler es-

the age of 101.5 years, by being awarded the

tablished in his thesis, this required big mir-

Deutsches Verdienstkreuz (German Order of

rors to cope with stray light, seemingly a dis-

Merit First Class) for his pioneering work at the

advantage. It did allow, however, the use of

dawn of the computer era. He not only made

mirror suspension in wire slings, leading to a

the art of computing arrive in Germany, but his

vast reduction of thermal noise. The scheme

Albrecht Rüdiger entered Heinz Billing’s De-

inventions were recognized internationally.

had built-in beam recombination right from

partment for Numerical Computers in 1957, for

the start, and thus the realization of power

research on novel computer components, de-

And years later, in the early 1970s, he again

recycling (Schilling, Drever) was easily im-

veloping a special computer for fully automatic

was in the front line of a new field. He was

plemented, long before the Fabry-Perot pro-

track detection in bubble chamber pictures, and

urged by the scientists of the Max Planck In-

totypes could follow suite. But the delay line

in the late 1970s joined the gravitational wave

stitute for Astrophysics to clarify the sound-

scheme turned out to be a dead-end road,

detection group under Billing. He was the GEO

ness of Joe Weber’s claims of having detec-

ironically because the mirrors losses were

representative in establishing the LIGO Scien-

ted gravitational waves. He turned his De-

getting too small: Photons scattered by only

tific Collaboration in the late 1990s.

Heinz Billing with a bar detector.

2016
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An international collaboration

It takes a
worldwide
village

L

IGO research is carried out by
the LIGO Scientific Collaboration

(LSC), a group of more than 1000 scientists from universities around the United
States and in 14 other countries. More
than 90 universities and research insti-

Some of the many faces of the LSC collaboration. Clockwise: Sheila Rowan, Sanjeev Dhurandhar, Laura Cadonati,

tutes in the LSC develop detector technol-

Karsten Danzmann, David McClelland, Marco Cavaglià, Fulvio Ricci and Dave Reitze. Middle: View into the central

ogy and analyze data; approximately 250

building of the GEO600 gravitational wave detector at Ruthe near Hannover, Germany.

students are strong contributing members of the collaboration. The LSC detec-

Scientifique (CNRS) in France; 8 from the

tor network includes the LIGO interferom-

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN)

eters and the GEO600 detector. The GEO

in Italy; 2 in The Netherlands with Nikhef;

team includes scientists at the Max Planck

the Wigner RCP in Hungary; the POLGRAW

Institute for Gravitational Physics (Albert

group in Poland and the European Gravi-

Einstein Institute, AEI), Leibniz Universität

tational Observatory (EGO), the laboratory

Hannover, along with partners at the Uni-

hosting the Virgo detector near Pisa in Italy.

versity of Glasgow, Cardiff University, the
University of Birmingham, other universi-

The discovery was made possible by the

ties in the United Kingdom, and the Uni-

enhanced capabilities of Advanced LIGO,

versity of the Balearic Islands in Spain.

a major upgrade that increases the sensitivity of the instruments compared to the

LIGO was originally proposed as a means

first generation LIGO detectors, enabling

of detecting gravitational waves in the

a large increase in the volume of the uni-

1980s by Rainer Weiss, professor of

verse probed – and the discovery of gravi-

tested by the German UK GEO collabora-

physics, emeritus, from MIT; Kip Thorne,

tational waves during its first observation

tion. Significant computer resources have

Caltech’s Richard P. Feynman Professor of

run. The US National Science Foundation

been contributed by the AEI Hannover At-

Theoretical Physics, emeritus; and Ronald

leads in financial support for Advanced

las Cluster, the LIGO Laboratory, Syracuse

Drever, professor of physics, emeritus,

LIGO. Funding organizations in Germany

University, and the University of Wiscon-

also from Caltech.

(Max Planck Society), the U.K. (Science and

sin-Milwaukee. Several universities de-

The Advanced Virgo detector at Cascina near Pisa, Italy.

Technology Facilities Council, STFC) and

signed, built, and tested key components

Virgo research is carried out by the Virgo

Australia (Australian Research Council)

for Advanced LIGO: The Australian Nation-

Collaboration, consisting of more than

also have made significant commitments

al University, the University of Adelaide,

250 physicists and engineers belonging

to the project. Several of the key technolo-

the University of Florida, Stanford Univer-

to 19 different European research groups:

gies that made Advanced LIGO so much

sity, Columbia University of New York, and

6 from Centre National de la Recherche

more sensitive have been developed and

Louisiana State University.
2016
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A Tool for Testing

What are blind injections?

W

Vincent Roma in the Data Mass Storage Room,

Jeffrey S. Kissel
hen the LIGO detectors are

Jeffrey S. Kissel is the control

taking data, we often inten-

systems engineer at the LIGO

the collaboration voted on and accepted

tionally move the mirrors to create a brief

Hanford Observatory. His pri-

the policy via representative council.

signal that looks much like an expected

mary role is to design, under-

gravitational wave would. This process is

stand, commission, and improve

In June 2015, the Collaboration’s spokes-

called ‘injection’ and is an essential tool

all control systems in the LIGO detector to ensure the

person, Prof. Gabriela Gonzalez (Gaby),

for testing the entire detection pipeline –

highest level detector robustness. In his time away

asked four collaboration members, in-

from interferometer performance to data

from the detector, he also enjoys using the right

cluding myself, to form the Blind Injection

analysis software. In previous observa-

half of his brain while playing drums, swing dan-

Team to enact the approved policies. Hav-

tional runs, a very small number of these

cing, and as a member of the local city govern-

ing learned from past blind injection ex-

injections had been performed about

ments Arts Commission.

perience, information about the team and

which the majority of the scientists in

22

LIGO Hanford on maintenance day

the required infrastructure were deliber-

the collaboration do not know any detail;

This committee was charged to refine a

ately not kept secret – they were simply

most importantly the exact number, time,

policy for making such injections to en-

“not well advertised.” Any communication

or astrophysical source parameters. Due

sure such a process would retain integrity

with the collaboration was to be filtered

to their blind nature, prior to the upcom-

in the future. The committee subsequently

through Gaby. However, again, the num-

ing Advanced LIGO observation era, the

developed several documents which were

ber, time, and astrophysical parameters

collaboration formed a committee – the

presented during the September 2013 col-

of the injections remained in confidence

Blind Injection Committee.

laboration meeting in Hannover. At the fol-

with the Blind Injection Team alone. Once

lowing meeting in March 2014, in Pasadena,

the infrastructure was ready, the collabo-

ration was only to know the observation

following week, and that blind injections,

injection system could be done because

period over which there may have been

and the subsequent blind injection phase,

it might have detrimentally changed the

blind injections – a “blind injection phase.”

would be ready “when they’re ready.”

detectors. The official start of the run was
moved up to Friday Sept 18th, at the rec-

From June up through September 2015,

While these teams were asleep, GW150914

ommendation of the collaboration and in

the Blind Injection Team worked “with” the

arrived in the data stream.

light of the observation of GW150914. The

Calibration and Hardware Injection teams,

afternoon prior (Sept 17th) the Blind Injec-

to make blind injections possible. In fact,

I arrived, groggy and tired, at the Hanford

tion Team received the request from Gaby

half of the Blind Injection Team were key

observatory’s regular Monday morning

to stand down, with the intention of pick-

players in the calibration of the detectors

site meeting, only to be bombarded by our

ing up where we left off at a future, as-yet-

(a process in which models of the interfer-

site’s run coordinator, asking “Are we in a

undetermined, date. In the new year, I’d

ometer control systems are used to turn

blind injection phase?!” to which I quickly

asked Gaby, on behalf of the Blind Injec-

raw detector output into a strain signal

replied “No,” having no idea yet that we’d

tion Team, if we were to resume its func-

more digestible by search algorithms) and

had such an incredibly loud event candi-

tion. She said: “Although it’s not official

the installation of infrastructure for “regu-

date overnight. As the news slowly sunk

(since it requires a change in an approved

lar” hardware injections at both observa-

in – desiring to immediately quell further

LSC policy), I strongly suggest you don’t

tories. Indeed, due to various complica-

questioning and internal rumors – I post-

think about blind injections any more…

tions in implementing said infrastructure,

ed to our internal electronic logbook:

We will not do blind injections during [this

the Calibration, Hardware Injection, and

observational period], and probably not

Blind Injection teams went so far as to ask

EVNT Logbook:

any more.” Indeed, she was merely follow-

for a one-week delay in the start of the

12:25 Monday 14 September 2015, Jeff Kissel

ing the recommendation of the approved

run. This was on Thursday Sept 10 2016

There were NO Transient Injections dur-

Blind Injection Committee’s policy: “[...]

14:30:00 UTC. With the request granted,

ing G184098 Candidate Event. Other than

Blind injections [...] should be in operation

the run was tentatively delayed from Sept

continuous wave injections which were on-

during [observation] runs from the begin-

14 2015 15:00:00 UTC to Sept 21 15:00:00

going in L1, there were NO hardware injec-

ning of [the first observation run] until

UTC. All teams continued to work through

tions – blind or otherwise – during event

public dissemination of the first detec-

the weekend, going to sleep that Sunday

candidate G184098.

tion.” Happily, the first detection defined

“night” (in truth, the Livingston observato-

the beginning of the first observation run!

ry’s staff were still working on calibration

In the days and weeks immediately follow-

installation at 2-3am local, Sept 14 2015

ing, the interferometer configuration was

We couldn’t have asked for a more exciting

~07:00-08:00 UTC), assuming we would

locked down to preserve the detectors’

reason to cease-and-desist!

continue preparation for data taking in the

integrity. As such, no further work on the

That day was my birthday. In the morning (Ko-

Slept through my alarm on the morning of the

I was getting into the shower when an alert

rean time), my five-year old daughter told me to

alert, haven’t slept since... - Cody Messick

went off (I took my phone everywhere during

come home early because she was preparing a

2016

O1) and while I was looking at the gracedb

cake to celebrate my birthday. When the event

Someone said it’s our job to kill this event. If we

page Leo phoned to ask if I could get on a call. I

happened (18:53, KST), I was driving home.

can’t kill it, it’s an event. My attitude is if I wanna

couldn’t right away, because I had to go and get

During a party with my daughter (19:55, KST),

sleep, I’ll kill the event, if I wanna win a nobel

dressed again first. It literally caught me with

I received Marco’s first message via e-mail. It

prize, I’ll elevate the event. Our job is to do nei-

my pants down. - Kipp Cannon

felt like receiving a birthday present from God.

ther. - Alan Weinstein

- John Oh

The Monday sources call was hijacked to talk

Lost the bet to Chad and Kipp. Have to buy
them a bottle of whiskey. - Tjonnie Li

You thought we had a lot of work up until this

about the event where Collin posted omega

point. It is just starting. - Patrick Brady

scans. It looked ridiculously like a chirp.
- Sarah Caudill

GW150914 moments
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Data Quality

Understanding
the characteristics
of the LIGO Detectors

leads to address the root causes. Failing
this, data quality researchers can flag the
times of known problems.
Many thousands of monitors covering almost every aspect of the observatories
and detectors are recording a wide range

Laura Nuttall / Jess McIver

of interferometer and environmental be-

Laura Nuttall and Jess

operating in their usual configuration and

havior along with the gravitational wave

McIver are postdoctoral

producing good quality data. In fact, they

strain data. These auxiliary channels are

scholars at Syracuse

have to push a button to indicate when

used to look for correlations between a

University and Caltech

the detector is in this configuration, and it

potential noise source and the gravita-

respectively. They have

is these times that are analyzed for gravita-

tional wave strain channel. A recent ex-

been friends and col-

tional wave signals by search pipelines.

ample is a series of glitches observed in
the gravitational wave strain channel at

leagues (most notably
in the LIGO detector characterization group) since

In an ideal world, the data would look

~60Hz every ~74 minutes at the Hanford

they started their PhDs in 2009.

the same on any given day across the fre-

observatory (see Figure 1). This regular

quency band the detectors are sensitive

glitching was initially found to correlate

to (typically a few to thousands of Hz). In

with magnetometers at the Y-end station

reality, a combination of waves crashing

of the interferometer. This key clue led in-

on beaches, people driving cars, trucks

vestigators to discover the root cause: a

or trains near the sites, and hiccups in

refrigerator compressor cycling. Disabling

D

electronics and instrumentation produce

the refrigerator completely removed these

espite the LIGO detectors be-

‘glitches’ in the data. Glitches can mimic a

glitches from the data!

ing ‘twins’, in that they contain

gravitational wave signal, making it hard-

the same components assembled 3000

er for the gravitational wave search algo-

There are families of glitches that we fre-

km apart, they certainly have their own

rithms to distinguish a true signal from

quently see but have not yet discovered

personalities and characteristics. When

noise. Ideally, any noise sources that pro-

the cause of. For example, a class of glitch-

someone asks what the quality of the data

duce glitches in LIGO data are fixed or re-

es we have named ‘blip’ glitches appear at

looks like from the detectors, it’s far too

moved; data quality analysts work closely

both sites which have a ‘teardrop’ shape in

broad a question and the answer typically

with the commissioning team, providing

the time-frequency plane. These glitches

changes on an hourly timescale. As a result, collaboration members both on- and

Figure 1: Examples of glitches (left) caused by trucks and (right) caused by a refrigerator, both at LIGO-Hanford. Both

off-site routinely monitor the output of

plots are time-frequency spectrograms, normalised by average signal energy. The time axes are centered around the

the detectors, checking that the data are

glitch in milliseconds.

mental conditions. Should something look
tic investigations. This is the work of the
LSC Detector Characterization group.
Both LIGO detectors are staffed 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week by operators whose main
responsibility is to keep the interferometers
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and looks typical for the current environ-
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Time (milliseconds)

Normalized energy

of sufficient scientific quality to analyze

never appear at both interferometers at

The gravitational wave event GW150914

our monitoring techniques to be ready

the same time, and differ just enough from

occurred just before the official start of

for the improved sensitivity of the second

the expected signature of a true gravita-

the Advanced LIGO observing run. How-

observing run. In addition, collaborations

tional wave signal that the searches can

ever the detectors were both in their

are now being made with the citizen sci-

distinguish between them. However the

nominal state at the time of the event, and

ence project Alder Zooniverse to create

distinction can be subtle. Take a look for

the data looked clean and typical for data

‘Glitch Zoo’, a project which will allow the

yourself in Figure 2. Can you pick out

we have seen throughout the first observ-

public to help in our work to characterize

the gravitational wave signal from a blip

ing run. When this event was identified as

and eliminate glitches in our interferom-

glitch? Remember, a gravitational wave

significant, scores of people conducted an

eters is coming soon. Will you help us in

signal produced from two neutron stars

exhaustive series of checks and investiga-

this effort?

or black holes colliding sweeps upward in

tions to rule out any possibility GW150914

the time frequency plane.

was an instrumental or environmental

2016

artifact. We checked every auxiliary chanDespite the many quirks of our interferom-

nel of the interferometer and found noth-

eters, we understand their characteristics

ing to suggest either detector made this

and their behavior in different environ-

signal. No known glitch classes like those

mental conditions. Data quality research-

previously described occurred at this time.

ers can then highlight times when the de-

Moreover no data quality flags tracking

tectors are known to be adversely affected

known noise features were active any-

by noise. This information is fed back to

where close to the event. Instrument sci-

the gravitational wave search pipelines in

entists and commissioners even tracked

the form of data quality flags. These flags

the gravitational wave signal through

can be used to completely remove data

the interferometer, to see if the signature

from an analysis if the data are sufficiently

appeared as expected at each stage as it

understood and egregious, for example in

would if it was of true astrophysical origin.

the event of a hardware failure. Data qual-

It did.

ity flags can also be used to down rank any
potential candidates an analysis identifies

We now focus our attention on the next

as significant during these imperfect oper-

challenge: to understand our detectors

ating periods.

after further upgrades, and to improve

Figure 2: Time-frequency plots, normalised by average signal energy, of 2 blip glitches and event GW150914. The time
axes are centered around the glitch in milliseconds. Can you tell which are the glitches and which is a true gravitational
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wave signal? (Answer - event GW150914 is in the middle).
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Astrophysics

Black Hole
Conversations

In the first day or two I did not pay much attention to the event - I assumed it was a glitch or
some other problem that would go away. After
that I assumed it must be an injection, even after the official statement was made that it was
not a hardware injection, I (and a number of

Shane Larson / Mark Hannam

others I talked to) thought, “Well, they would

Shane Larson is a research associate professor in CIERA at
Northwestern University and an
astronomer at the Adler Planetarium in Chicago. He has about half
a million Lego bricks and three cats,
and enjoys building telescopes and
remotely piloted submarines.

Mark Hannam is currently a
Professor at Cardiff University,
while he works out what to do when he grows up.

A

Simulation of GW150914, showing the ringdown just after merging.

which simulations to perform and how to use

say that, wouldn’t they?” In the end it was only

discussion of black hole astro-

the results and whether the models we have are

time that got rid of my scepticism – my scepti-

physics and what LIGO’s first

good enough and how to make them better.

cism in someone engineering a blind injection

detection means for the future of gravitational wave astronomy.

overcame my scepticism that it was a signal.
Shane: We have spent years expecting the first

But I am not sure when I will finally completely

source we see would be a neutron star binary.

erase the nagging suspicion that someone is

Shane: I spend most of my days thinking about

We kind of expected that as we slowly crept out

going to suddenly say, “Surprise!” Hopefully by

ultra-compact binaries in all their various com-

in distance, we would eventually see our first de-

the time the paper is published...

binations: white dwarfs, neutron stars, black

tection – it would be a detection, but maybe a

holes. My background was originally at much

marginal one. But here we find ourselves where

Shane: I missed the first flurry of emails about

lower gravitational wave frequencies – which

astronomy usually finds itself – the Universe has

the event on September 15; I did not hear any-

will be covered by the LISA observatory, so

surprised us, not with something we cannot

thing until almost midnight. But it immediately

I’m always thinking about events from the

understand but with something unexpected.

sent me into a tizzy of back of the envelope

perspective of how a source emerges into the

I think what is going to surprise everyone the

calculations. In my Moleskine journal I carry ev-

graveyard of compact binaries from their stellar

most is that The Event is a solid detection.

erywhere, there is a page marked “TOP SECRET”

phases and how they evolve over time. Of par-

dated 16 September 2015 12:17am CDT, fol-

ticular interest to me is, as our catalog of obser-

Mark: I have spent the last decade hoping that

lowed by a couple of pages of calculating from

vations grows, what will this tell us about the

the first detection will be a binary black hole,

the rough parameters of the trigger to popula-

entire population of compact binaries.

and writing on grant applications that binary

tion parameters, and attempts to estimate the

black holes are “one of the most promising

rates. A fevered burst of excitement that, obvi-

Mark: My background is in numerical-relativ-

sources for the first detection” well aware that

ously has not let up!

ity simulations of binary black holes, but now

the “bread and butter” sources for Advanced

I mainly work on using those simulations to

LIGO are binary neutron stars and the binary

Mark: I hope we can remember what it was like

make models of gravitational wave signals.

black hole merger event rate is so uncertain

during these strange, hectic frustrating months.

Most of the effort goes into thinking about

that there was a chance we would never see

They are a turning point in our field and an ex-

one with Advanced LIGO at all.
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perience to savour. Only a few months before

conversations where I have to paraphrase Mr.

that together move our whole understanding

this, we were cautious and uncertain. What if

Spock – “I did not lie; I evaded, I deflected, I

of the field forward.

we do not detect anything? That was a real con-

pivoted!” I can hardly wait for everyone to hear

cern. Now all that is behind us, but we should

the news –- once our friends in astronomy hear

Mark: You mentioned the rates, and how we

not forget what it was like. This is a unique ex-

the news, departmental teas and colloquium

are no longer arguing and waving our hands

perience, passing from doubt and uncertainty

cookie-fests and water cooler chatter are go-

in the dark, and can work with actual observa-

(which lasted for decades), to knowledge. Most

ing to be filled with wide ranging discussions

tions. We used to make guesses on how many

of us will not have that experience ever again

about the implications of The Event. It (and

detections we would have per year. But that

in our lives.

all the events that follow) are finally going to

is going to change. It is not the counting that

move us to the time we have all been waiting

is interesting, it is the details of the individual

Shane: The curious thing to me, being on the in-

for –- when gravitational waves are as much a

sources. The first observation gives us our first

side of the collaboration, is watching the world

part of our toolbox as photons. The near future

ever black-hole binary. The next strong source

outside. There are clearly people who have

is going to be awesome!

might be a neutron-star binary – and then there
is very different science that you can do. The

pieced together that something big is afoot,
either because of rumors or because they have

Mark: At the Texas Symposium Michael Kramer

next one might be a pulsar, and it is different

read between the lines. Some of them cannot

gave a talk on the incredible measurements

science again. That is not just a tally of three

help but pry – “What can you tell us (wink wink,

that have been possible with pulsars, in partic-

signals, but three very different scientific obser-

nudge nudge)?” Others of them clearly do not

ular the double pulsar binary. One of the won-

vations that each provide unique information.

want to put those of us in the collaboration in a

derful things they have been able to observe is

bad position – “We will talk about this after you

precession of the neutron-star spins. I cannot

Shane: Black holes have become an accepted

leave the room.”

wait until we can do the same with gravitation-

part of astrophysics. Their properties, as we

al waves from black-hole binaries. It could be

understand them, explain many observed as-

Mark: In December I was at the Texas Sympo-

that The Event was a highly precessing binary,

trophysical phenomena ranging from quasars

sium in Geneva, and it was a strange (and deli-

but due to its configuration we cannot tell for

to x-ray binaries. Curiously though, before The

cious) experience to have the secret knowledge

sure. We can hope in the future that we observe

Event, we have never seen a black hole! Up to

of our discovery. There was a lot of talk about

configurations where these effects can be mea-

now, everything we knew about black holes is

the potential of gravitational wave astronomy

sured, and we will be able to observe far more

derived from observing how they interact with

and all the questions we can hope to answer:

extreme examples than in the double binary

everything else. To me, that is the most exciting

do binary black holes exist, and do black holes

pulsar. That is the source that I am most looking

thing about this – this is the beginning of the

exist with many tens of times the mass of the

forward to. (Some people have commented to

era where we can study black holes themselves!

Sun? Will we be able to detect the signal of a

me that we were unlucky in the orientation of

ringing black hole and make the most direct

The Event, but it is hard to agree: we had quite

Mark: People will probably look back on our

observation of a black hole? For most of the

enough luck for one observation!)

predictions for the field, and be amazed at how
short-sighted and unimaginative we were. I

people there, these were questions they could
only dream of answering – but the LVC mem-

Shane: This event is awesome from the per-

bers in the audience already knew the answer!

spective of studying gravitational wave sources

It is a stark reminder of just what an incredible

because it is the first entry in our catalog, and

Shane: I think I am always overly optimistic

thing we have done, and how it will transform

the catalog is only going to get bigger from

about signals because I am a firm believer in

science. In a few months’ time, meetings like

here on out. For decades now we have been

the notion that the Universe just does not care

that will be completely different.

synthesizing and simulating populations trying

what our expectations are –- our experience is

certainly hope so!

to guess the LIGO event rate, but here we are

so limited and colored by our long history with

Shane: I have a nine-year-old, so keeping se-

with the first data in hand that can observation-

electromagnetic telescopes that there are go-

crets is something I practice a lot. The hardest

ally constrain all our theoretical rambling. That,

ing to be surprises. Big surprises! There always

part is not keeping The Event secret, but rather

to me, has always been one of the greatest

have been in astronomy, and this certainly is no

having to feign ignorance when our curious

goals –- to get to that point that we always de-

exception. So here we are, with a big freakin’

colleagues outside the collaboration ask ques-

scribe science as operating at, a back and forth

signal right out of the gates, and my ears hurt

tions! After everyone knows, I imagine a lot of

interplay between theory and observations

from smiling so much.
2016
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Fundamental Physics

Testing
General
Relativity
Walter Del Pozzo
Walter Del Pozzo is a postdoctoral fellow at the
University of Birmingham where he works on tests
of strong field gravity from GW observations. He
plays guitar and writes his own music. He also hates
cheese.

G

W150914 is an amazing discovery. Not only because it opens

the era of gravitational wave astronomy,
but it also provides the unique opportu-

nity to gain insights into the inner workings of Einstein’s theory of general relativity. Think of a gravitational wave as a
melody being played on a piano. As the
melody goes on, its pitch keeps increasing
and each new note is uniquely defined by
those played before.
Numerical relativity simulation of a binary black hole merger with parameters matching those of GW150914.

General relativity is our understanding of
the scale on which Nature’s piano plays

waves after all. But we do not know if gen-

find indications that our scale set by gen-

its melodies. When two black holes col-

eral relativity is correct all the way to the

eral relativity is not quite right.

lide, we expect a very specific kind of

moment in which two black holes merge

signal which is different from the signal

and form a new one. So LIGO scientists

We have checked thoroughly for viola-

from two neutron stars colliding. Gen-

have come up with several ways of testing

tions of general relativity in GW150914,

eral relativity is the tool that allows the

if general relativity predicts the gravita-

but as far as we can tell, or as far as we can

distinction between the two. But how do

tional wave signals we observe correctly.

hear, we found no dissonances that would

we know that general relativity gives us

For example, we can compare the low

indicate a failure of general relativity.

the correct interpretation of the melodies

frequency part of the signal (the inspiral)

Once again general relativity comes out

heard by LIGO?

with its high frequency part (the merger

just fine! But GW150914 is just the first

and ringdown) and look for global dis-

gravitational wave melody we have heard,

Today, we know that whatever might be

sonances between the two parts of the

and we will keep listening, who knows

wrong with general relativity is going to

signal. If the low pitch notes and the high

what surprises Nature has in store.

be small, we have observed gravitational

pitch ones do not fit together, then we
2016
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Revealing the Chirp

Listening to
The Event
Chris Messenger
Chris Messenger is a Lord Kelvin
Adam Smith Fellow at the University of Glasgow.

E

verything seemed to be happen-

Chris Messenger working on audio files of GW150914.

ing very quickly during the first

week following the Event with countless

ing and manipulating gravitational audio

very much like a single gravitational wave

emails and preliminary follow-up analy-

files from real gravitational wave data.

“heart beat”.

ally get his hands dirty with the analysis

Before I had time to start applying this to

So, I saw an opportunity and decided to

of real data, there was a nagging feeling

the Event data another flurry of emails ar-

try doing a few different things to the data

that I should contribute something to this

rived and in this set, amongst the param-

which resulted in stumbling on the idea of

historic discovery, however small. Then

eter estimation, and EM follow-up subject

shifting the signal to higher frequencies.

it struck me, let’s hear what this event

headings, there was one email mention-

Our outreach project had taught me that

sounds like.

ing audio files. Progress was happening so

humans are generally more sensitive to

quickly and I’d been beaten to it. However,

sounds at higher frequencies. One way to

I’d been working with a student on an

despite my minor initial disappointment I

think of this is that it is analogous to false

audio based gravitational wave outreach

was eager to hear the signal so I plugged

colour enhancements applied to astro-

project over the summer. The idea was

in my headphones and pressed play.

physical images. This is where the wave-

ses. As an LVC member that does not usu-

lengths of light imperceptible to humans

to find out if the general public could
hear the characteristic chirping sounds of

Bear in mind at this point that this gravita-

are shifted into our visual band to create

compact binary coalescences in real data

tional wave had traversed ~400 Mpc over

images from telescopes operating in the

if it was converted into sound. In fact, we

the last ~1 billion years before arriving at

x-ray, radio, and infrared bands.

knew that they could, since “sonifying” our

Earth and we were some of the first few

expected signals has long been a useful

people EVER to hear it. It was amazing,

After a few attempts and handful of dif-

tool in communicating gravitational wave

but despite the high signal-to-noise ratio

ferent filtering parameters the original

science to the public.

What we didn’t

it was unfortunately quite difficult to hear

“heart beat” was transformed into the

know was how far into the universe peo-

because of the relatively low frequency

classic “chirp” like signal we’ve all been

ple could hear gravitational waves. The

content of the signal (due to its source

waiting for. My very small contribution

project was a success and it left me with a

being particularly massive). The general

had been made.

set of software tools designed for produc-

consensus was that it actually sounded
2016
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Astrophysics – An interview with John

Compact
Binaries

Hannah: How did you hear about the detection?

and then I thought okay it’s got to be a hard-

John: I remember it was Monday morning

ware injection.

about 12:00 in the UK when I first heard
about the Event through an email to the

Gianluca: Yes, it was reading Marco and Ser-

gravitational wave burst mailing list saying

gey’s emails about the trigger and it’s very

that there was an interesting candidate. It

nice chirp-like structure that I first realized

was what would have been the first day of

that something was going on. If I remember

O1 (Observing Run 1) had we not decided

well, the trigger was erroneously vetoed at

Gianluca is assistant professor at

we were not quite ready to go, so it was still

first, so, after Sergey asked why and pointed

the University of Urbino and INFN

technically Engineering Run 8 (ER8) time. My

out the very interesting features, a bunch of

associate. He is the Virgo co-chair

initial thought was that it must be a hard-

emails went around checking the vetoes and

of the LIGO-Virgo CBC group.

ware injection, just because it was still en-

spreading interest in the event. Then the num-

While working on GW Data

gineering time and given how loud it was it

ber of emails kept growing and growing .....

Analysis, he dreams of wandering

was clear that it was something that was in-

Gianluca M Guidi

through the landscapes of Africa with a good book

teresting. Chad, were you awake at the point

John: With all this excitement, people directly

and an orchestra.

when it came in?

asked the hardware injectors whether there

John Veitch

the email come in from the hardware injectors

John is an Ernest Rutherford Fel-

tomated phone alerts set up yet. So the first

saying there were no hardware injections in

low at the University of Birming-

I knew about the event was on my walk into

ER8, at that point it hit me that this is going to

ham and co-chair of the CBC

the office at around 7:30 or 8:00 eastern time

be serious and I did get a slight sort of adrena-

group. Before Sept 14th he spent

by which point some email excitement had

line rush! I was leaving work at that point to

his free time on his exhaustive

already grown. Like John, I responded with

go home and meet Eleanor my wife and I just

study of heavy metal music.

some incredulity - I thought this is probably

could not quite sit still all evening and I think

a hardware injection, it’s funny how one re-

it was not til a couple of days later when I

sponds to these sorts of things. How about

would really calm down!

Chad Hanna
Chad is an Assistant Professor of
Physics at Penn State University
and co-chair of the CBC group.
Before September 14, Chad spent
his time dreaming of the first
detection and the bet with Tjonnie
Li that he would win. After September 14, he wonders
where his prize is.

A

were any injections in ER8 time. When I saw
Chad: No I was not and did not have my au-

you, Gianluca?
Hannah: How long did it take for you to beGianluca: Well when I first heard about it I

lieve the signal was real?

did not stand up shouting ... I kept reading
the emails and I said to my Virgo colleague:

Gianluca: I believed that it was real when

“Hey, it seems we have found something!”. But

Gaby confirmed that the blind injection pro-

as it was during ER8, we did not know clearly

gram was not started and the preliminary

what was going on with the blind injection

checks did not see any spurious signal inject-

program. So I was not so excited, I expected

ed. There was still someone among my Virgo

something to go wrong because it was quite

colleagues who was not really convinced

an incredible thing!

about the absence of a blind injection, but I
began to think that we finally did find them,

n interview with Chad Hanna,

John: I think the initial reaction is just disbelief

or better, we found it, this gravitational wave

John Veitch and Gianluca M Gui-

because we were so used to having basically

coming from these two black holes which

di, the current co-chairs of the LIGO-Virgo

little expectation of detecting something. It

were really there, spinning and coalescing

Compact Binary Coalescence Group The

sounds ridiculous now that we were initially

out there in the far sky. So, the event became

Interview was conducted by Hannah Mid-

just like “ah no, it can’t possibly be real, there

the Event, with its own “personality” to be ap-

dleton and Andreas Freise. Transcript by

must be some rational explanation for this!”

preciated and uncovered, searching farther in

Alejandro Vigna-Gómez.

The first thing that really sort of shocked me

what we knew and in what it was telling us.

was the time-frequency plots showing the re-

30

ally nice chirp (see ‘Understanding the char-

Chad: At that time I still did not believe, I

acteristics of the LIGO detectors’ on page 24),

thought that it was in fact a double blind in-

Veitch, Chad Hanna and Gianluca Guidi
jection of some type or another. It took me

ceed to get the best out of the data for these

term for gravitational wave astronomy and

several weeks, with presentations from the

sorts of systems.

the fact that maybe we really can use gravitational waves to observe the Universe on a reg-

likes of Matt Evan and others about how this
was not an injection, to finally start to come

Gianluca: I was not really surprised either. It is

ular basis. People have always talked about

round to the idea. At this point I certainly be-

true that it was not the most expected source,

this but now it has become very clear that it is

lieve that everything is exactly what we think

but in fact it was the one whose existence and

real and I think we will see more research be-

it is and it is extremely exciting.

coalescing rate were subject to the largest un-

ing put into new advanced detectors and into

certainty.

more sources to look for. It is hard to imagine

John: Yeah, I think there is a distinction be-

that the general interest from the entire com-

tween what you think and what you feel.

Personally, I would have preferred a BNS or a

munity and beyond will not lead to things

When I saw this initial denial that this was a

neutron star - black hole binary, so that the

that we cannot even anticipate and lead to

hardware injection, I really felt that this was

event follow up through electromagnetic

those things way sooner than I think any of

something exciting, but in my head I was

(EM) observations could have more probabil-

us had thought.

thinking “well they’re probably lying”. It was

ity of finding success – and it was what I was

not until I looked at all of the evidence that

working on ....

Gianluca: From the wider point of view, as
always when big discoveries are made, I feel

I really convinced myself that there is no way
it could have been a hardware injection. And

John: For O1 BBH actually had the highest po-

that it is a big success for all of us as human

even then I think several weeks after I still

tential rate, so I remember thinking we could

kind. It may seem childish, but at the end

was not completely sure they weren’t going

go with BBH before seeing BNS, and that does

these discoveries define what we are and

to open an envelope on us at some point and

seem to be what has happened. We have got

what we want to be. Scientifically, we con-

say “aha, I got you!” But I think I am pretty con-

lucky and nature has smiled upon us, also not

firm in a brilliant way one century of “difficult”

vinced now.

just that they were black holes but they were

research and begin the start of a new era of

very heavy. I mean the distance that you see

astronomy and fundamental physics. In both

Hannah: Were you surprised that the first

these things is mind boggling compared to

realms - and this is a sign of the wide impor-

source we saw was a binary black hole?

how far we can see BNS which is basically the

tance of the discovery - we have the possibil-

local universe. We have gone from not being

ity of looking where we could not ...before.

Chad: Honestly, I’ve always personally felt

able to see anything to seeing out to cosmo-

Gravitational waves are so different from EM

that binary black holes (BBH) could be the

logical distances.

waves that they can really open new perspectives on known phenomena but also raise

wild card. It is not what people have put the

new mysteries - and how exciting is this!

most confidence in simply because there is

One of the things that has really surprised

observational evidence for compact binary

us with the new detectors is just how good

neutron stars (BNS) and the BBH waveforms

the data has been and how long the locks

John: I think we have been extremely lucky,

are more complicated. So I think we were

have been compared to initial LIGO. The next

literally on the first morning of the first day of

less confident about finding BBH, but people

generation of detectors could be looking

what would have been the first observing run,

were very good at exploring other areas too

out to the earliest era of star formation and

we have got not only a detection but a detec-

and even in initial LIGO we started a serious

I wouldn’t expect there to be any sources be-

tion that is not just a gravitational wave and

BBH search.

fore that.

not just a system that we know exists – it is a
new type of system that has never been ob-

We have been pleasantly surprised that we

Hannah: What do you think the future will be

served in nature before. We have hit the jack-

have confirmed we can pull these signals out

like for this field?

pot in lots of different ways, it is incredible!
But you do not just stop after the first de-

of the noise. There are a lot of unknowns in
the astrophysics for the rates of BBH mergers,

Chad: I’m hopeful that the impact is such that

tection, you want to start to catalogue all

but if there is a larger population of them, you

we see a great expansion of the field. We have

the different type of sources – see how they

can see them so very very far away. So, I am

already observed things that have simply nev-

form, whether we can categorise them into

not extremely surprised that it was a BBH. I

er been possible with other channels and it’s

different classes. We are doing a new type of

think we were really really fortunate that this

going to be a huge success for fundamental

astronomy in a sense in the black hole area.

first event was a very loud and clean signal

physics of course. But I really think that having

Likewise if we do start seeing binary neutron

which will give us confidence in how to pro-

signals this loud means the most in the long

stars it is exciting in a different way, we will
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start to understand a bit more about gamma

I think it is people’s attention to detail and

was just because I was too excited to sleep. I

ray bursts. That would be something I would

willingness to stick things out during the

think you have to take both in a role like this.

really like to see coming out of this generation

“dark period”, even when it was not easy, that

The question is when I average over the ex-

of detectors, I think that is an optimistic goal,

has got us where we are. I do not necessarily

perience will I be overall excited and happy

but I am feeling optimistic these days.

feel that responsible for it, of course we tried

with the whole thing? Absolutely. It is hard

our hardest to keep the group pulling in one

to imagine that I won’t be despite the rough

Chad: I just want to go on the record that I bet

unified direction towards this goal, but really

patches.

a bottle of whisky that we would have our first

the people in the group were just tremen-

three sigma event before Halloween last year,

dous scientists and we were lucky to be lead-

John: Yeah absolutely, it has been very diffi-

so I feel quite vindicated!

ing such a group of tremendous scientists.

cult at times, but also just fantastic, watching

John: So I can go one better that that, in that

Gianluca: Being such a large group, with so

my wife Eleanor predicted that it would hap-

many different initiatives going on, the chairs’

pen on the first morning of the first day and

work is more of organization, but this requires

Chad: Looking to the future, I see the poten-

she was wrong only because we changed the

also the understanding of the research prob-

tial for this collaboration to do great things

definition of the first day!

lems approached inside the group; thus it is

going forward. A lot of people have settled

the results coming out. It’s a privilege to be
a part of it.

quite demanding. It is difficult to say if some-

on niches that are really critical pieces of the

Andreas: Has the detection changed your

thing has changed after the Event: everything

big picture and are doing them well. I have

roles as CBC co-chairs?

is going in a different way now, but we are in a

hopes that we’ll continue to flourish by not

new and emergency situation. To understand

being complacent. We’ll continue to advance

Chad: We came into this in what others

which type of work and dynamics there will

all of our science, techniques, and the things

might have been calling the “dark period”:

be in the CBC group in the detection era we

we search for. But we will also learn to take

between initial LIGO and advanced LIGO

need to wait until after these first detections

data, get basic results out quickly and “wow!”

when we did not have active data and what

have been digested.

the entire astrophysics community with the

was needed was to get the group pulling

overnight transformation from a sceptical

together to have everything in place for the

John: It is really a dynamic situation at the mo-

experiment to one of the most interesting

beginning of Advanced LIGO. So our duties

ment. Before the detection there was a lot of

and profound observatories of the century. I

were not always fun, lots of documents to be

focus on getting things just right and I think

look forward to that the most. I look forward

written and telecons about plans and plans

now people can focus less on the codes and

to this overnight change where we are just

of other plans. There were certainly things

more on the science. It is the first time I have

constantly revealing new mysteries from na-

that could have been slightly more prepared

ever done anything like this. You are trying

ture everyday to the rest of the world.

but overall I feel we went into O1 more ready

to direct the efforts of these talented people,

to detect GW than the group had ever been

but also trying to hang on and keep up and

John: I think Chad put that very well. He was

before. People really used the time between

keep an eye on different parts to make sure

looking at the future, I think it is also a nice

initial LIGO and now to commission not only

things are not being neglected. I have to say

coincidence that this is a hundred years after

the detectors, but how to do data analysis,

I do go through waves of feeling exasperated

the creation of GR and it is just amazing that

how to do both detection and parameter

and feeling excited. Once we have the first set

when Einstein first proposed the existence of

estimation, to come up with new waveform

of results behind us it will feel less rushed and

GW, he said they would never be detected. It

models and incorporate them into searches.

more, I don’t know, euphoric.

is a tribute to the work that has been done

Everyone was extremely active in anticipa-

over a century. In developing the instruments,

tion that all our hard work was going to pay

Chad: I concur, it has been an emotional roll-

practically every single component of the de-

off, and, I gotta say, I am proud of the entire

ercoaster. We’ve been talking on teleconfer-

tectors has been invented from scratch and

group for sticking through all of that when

ences at hours when neither one us should

a lot of data analysis signal processing were

there was not exciting data to have and I

have been on teamspeak. There was a lot of

invented from scratch. It is just a fantastic

hope that at least the majority of them feel

loss of sleep this semester. Sometimes be-

achievement. And there are a lot of people

that all the hard work in the interim years,

cause there was a lot of tense stuff going on

who should be very proud.

did in fact pay off.

and a lot of pressure and sometimes it really
2016
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The
Journey of a
Gravitational
Wave Signal

A

The “low latency” algorithms give the collaboration a first glimpse into the parameters of
a signal, such as the masses of the original
compact objects or where the signal came
from on the sky. Parameter estimation algorithms are then launched on the data around
the signal to help pinpoint the parameters to
a greater certainty. In addition, offline analyses use large periods of data to confirm and
search for further gravitational wave signals.
Typically the offline searches use at least 5
days of coincident data which ensures any
signal can be found to a statistically significant level to claim a detection.

long time ago in a part of space
far, far away, two black holes col-

lide - creating another, more massive black

These offline analyses are conducted in a

hole whilst emitting enormous amounts of

blind fashion, meaning that any gravitational

gravitational waves. These waves travel at the

wave signals an analysis might identify are

speed of light, gradually getting weaker. They

not presented in the initial output of the

arrive at Earth where the LIGO detectors are
operating nominally, about to start their first
observing run. The gravitational waves cause

Normalized spectrograms of GW150914 in LIGOHanford (top) and LIGO-Livingston (bottom).

analysis pipelines. Instead, these pipelines
split the data between “foreground” and
“background”. Foreground data may include a

the space-time in each of the LIGO-Livingston

tional wave signature. These analyses search

gravitational wave signal, and their results are

arms to stretch and squeeze, and 7 ms later

for modeled and unmodeled gravitational

placed in a so-called “closed box”. Background

the same thing happens at LIGO-Hanford.

wave signals, and have their own methods for

data are data which cannot possibly include

This stretching and squeezing causes a phase

identifying a signal. However should any anal-

a real gravitational wave signal, and is used

change in the laser light resonating in the

ysis identify a potentially interesting signal an

to estimate the probability of anything in the

arms, which registers as an electronic signal

alert is sent out to collaboration members.

foreground being of astrophysical origin. It is
these data that scientists evaluate to check an

at the output of the interferometer.
The collaboration has a team of scientists on

analysis was conducted in the manner intend-

In the weeks leading up to an observing run,

standby, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, wait-

ed. Once these checks have been completed,

many measurements are made at each LIGO

ing for any alert sent through this system.

the “box” can be opened. In practice this is

site which allow the calibration team to ac-

Mobile phone alerts and emails are sent to

simply changing permissions on a webpage,

curately convert this electrical signal in to

the rapid response team within minutes of a

but this process is very exciting. This is usually

the dimensionless gravitational wave unit

gravitational wave signal being recorded by

done during a teleconference with the rest of

- strain. This is defined as the change in the

each interferometer. This team immediately

the collaboration, where hundreds of scien-

length of the detector arms caused by a grav-

meets to decide if there are any reasons to

tists are constantly refreshing a webpage to

itational wave divided by the length of the

suspect the validity of the signal. For ex-

see if any of the offline pipelines identified a

arms themselves.

ample, a list of instrumental monitors are

signal to detection significance. In the case

checked and discussions are had with ex-

of this event, the box opening occurred on a

Strain data from each interferometer are

perts on site to ensure the interferometers

Monday, 3 weeks after the signal initially ar-

transferred in close to real time to a central

were operating nominally. If no problems are

rived at the detectors. From this moment the

location, where several “low latency” data

found, a further team then starts the process

signal was identified as a possible detection

analysis algorithms are ready, waiting. Only

to notify astronomers of the possible identi-

and the previously agreed procedure for a de-

when both LIGO detectors are operational

fication of a gravitational wave signal so they

tailed analysis was started.

at the same time do these algorithms begin

can point their telescopes and capture any

searching through the data to find a gravita-

potential electromagnetic counterpart.

- Laura Nuttall
2016
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Part 2

The Transition of Gravitational
Physics
– From
Small to Big
Science
You can change history, but
history demands that, in return, you must pay a price.
This is a partial account of the
long, non-scientific ordeal that
the LIGO originators and their
successors had to endure to
achieve their ambitious dream.
It presents a view as seen
from inside the National Science Foundation (NSF), their
partner in this adventure.

F

as a mole for the scientific community within
NSF, I too had to interrupt my normal work to
prepare arguments to justify LIGO at internal
governmental planning meetings on management and budget. (These ran the gamut from
stultifying to terrifying.) Such events became
ever more frequent and stressful for all concerned as external attention focussed on the
project and its ambitious goals and budget. In
the end, the process actually added real value
to the final plans for the LIGO facilities and
its research program. During this process, Rai
and I met occasionally, as we were to do many
times over the years, spending afternoons
walking around Walden Pond where we could
be uninterrupted, and informally discussed
The author as seen by C. V. Vishveswara, who also
first predicted quasi-normal modes of black holes
in 1970. Richard Isaacson is a retired NSF Program
Director for Gravitational Physics, and is currently
researching the weavings of Arabs in Uzbekistan
during the 19th century.

Following the annual NSF review of progress
in December 1989, a credible construction
proposal was organized by Robbie Vogt of
Caltech and submitted to NSF, to build the
major research facilities that we now know as

required the interruption of exciting progress

the LIGO project. However, it would still take

in laboratory research or conceptual insights.

several years of further review, justification,

Creating a consensus for a large facility ne-

negotiation, and revision to the planned ac-

cessitated a lateral diversion of effort by the

tivities before any actual construction fund-

project’s scientific, engineering, and man-

ing could arrive. (See Fig. 1.)

agement teams, and especially the scientific
spokesmen for the project, Ron Drever and

A construction proposal this ambitious was

Kip Thorne at Caltech, and Rai Weiss at MIT.

initially evaluated with the usual mail peer

Endless dog-and-pony shows each demand-

review panel, which was supplemented with

ed another week of preparation. Of course,

an expanded review with a visiting commit-

irst steps
After 15 years of R&D, design stud-

ies, and prototyping, the team at Caltech
and MIT had arrived at the stage where facility construction might begin to be seriously
considered. At this point, the proponents of
this project had to endure a rite-of-passage
to further advance their dream and to attract
the large funding needed to enable the new
era of Big Science in Gravitational Physics.
Each step forward in the scientific community or the governmental funding process
Fig.1
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the problems and opportunities ahead.

tee that made a site-visit to the project for an

ponents allowed systems to be redone or im-

and multi-instrument facility. This facility had

in-depth examination of critical issues such as

proved with a relatively low cost penalty. For

to last for more than 20 years, and have a long

plans, personnel, technology, and readiness.

the site selection process, Caltech, proposed

baseline. (This concept of an observatory real-

Eventually, these reviews concluded with

to run the site competition and carry out the

ly upset much of the Astronomy community.

highly supportive recommendations. With

technical evaluation of the proposed sites

They wondered how you could possibly build

these in hand, in April of 1990, the NSF direc-

and their possible pairings, then present the

an observatory before any gravitational wave

tor Erich Bloch went forward to the National

results to NSF for approval and final selection.

signal was seen; moreover they were certain
that the funding would surely come out of

Science Board seeking approval to move to
Following these presentations, the NSB fully

their own next request.) Another feature that

approved proceeding toward facility con-

NSF understood was that there would neces-

The National Science Board (NSB) had been

struction. Importantly, however, this NSB de-

sarily be a two-phase construction activity. In

following the planning for this project for sev-

cision to proceed said nothing about having

order to reach the sensitivity required for the

eral years. After a thorough discussion of the

the money to pay for it! These funds needed

intended scientific payoff, NSF would eventu-

latest reviews and the funding needed, the

to be requested by the President (through the

ally have to build an Advanced LIGO, an up-

NSB provisionally approved a LIGO construc-

Office of Management and Budget, the OMB),

grade to the capability of the initial detector––

tion project, subject to a satisfactory clarifi-

and would, as usual, come from Congress,

which itself would already have substantially

cation of some further considerations. The

and require special justification and approval

improved sensitivity over existing gravitation-

Board was still concerned about two critical

from the four relevant Congressional commit-

al radiation detectors. Scientists might get

points: they wanted to hear more about how

tees as well as years of lead time. The delay

lucky and see unpredicted sources of gravita-

the risks of such a novel enterprise were go-

was not a serious problem, as major construc-

tional radiation with the initial LIGO, but NSF

ing to be handled by management, and how

tion activity would take time to start up, while

planned from the start for the eventual con-

the costs would be kept under control. So the

project staff was assembled, and plans and

struction of the needed upgrade in sensitivity

NSB invited the LIGO group to come back and

subcontracts prepared.

to get to secure (“gold-plated”) theoretically

the next step.

predicted sources, such as coalescing neutron

explain this to them in greater detail. Also,
since the proposal did not identify the actual

In November of 1991, John Slaughter, a for-

star binary systems, where relatively reliable

sites for the two LIGO facilities needed, the

mer NSF Director, headed a committee to

calculations of event rate and signal strength

NSB wanted to hear and approve the details

review the Caltech site evaluations and ret-

were possible. The final strategic element that

of the site selection process. (Of course, the

rospectively validate that it was all done sen-

NSF required before the initiation of the proj-

NSB would also have a final chance to see and

sibly. The leading site-pair combinations (out

ect was provision of open access for an active

approve the results of any search before they

of all of the 171 possible pairs of 19 proposed

user community—the facilities would not be

were made public.) Erich Bloch provision-

sites) were approved by the Slaughter com-

exclusively controlled by Caltech and MIT. The

ally initiated planning for LIGO funding in the

mittee, and sent with a full analysis to Walter

NSF Physics Division had lots of experience

next available budget cycle, Fiscal Year 1992

Massey, the then-current NSF Director, for a

with the leadership role provided by an active

(FY1992), assuming the project’s response to

final selection. After internal review, Massy’s

scientific user community in driving improve-

these remaining issues would be satisfactory.

final decision was to choose the Hanford and

ments to a facility and getting good science

Livingston sites. This was made public in Feb-

out. Moreover, the large number of technical

In October of 1990, the LIGO team returned

ruary 1992, and a Cooperative Agreement for

problems outstanding would best be solved

for the expanded discussions requested by

the construction project was signed by NSF

by the addition of a great many more talented

the NSB. The discussion of risk was finessed

and Caltech in May 1992.

and experienced scientists and engineers. So
creation of such a group would have to be an

by Vogt arguing that the high risk elements

integral part of LIGO’s responsibilities.

were relatively low-cost, e.g. the optical sys-

What were the key points in this Cooperative

tems. These had negligible costs compared to

Agreement? NSF was supporting the con-

the conventional construction items. (Activi-

struction of an observatory to open a new

How was NSF able to manage the creation of

ties such as pouring 4 km of concrete are not

field of science (hence the O in LIGO), not just

LIGO, the biggest endeavor NSF ever under-

generally associated with high risk.) So, while

a one-shot experiment to detect the signals

took? NSF too was forced to restructure un-

the scientists might have difficulties achieving

predicted by Einstein in 1916. This made the

der the complexity and financial stresses of

expected performance with some initial opti-

facility more costly, because of the necessity

Big Science.

cal configuration, the design for flexible com-

to provide flexibility for a multi-investigator
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Ed Temple, experienced with the Depart-

if they had some extra money left over, LIGO

for each year of construction. The project ad-

ment of Energy (DOE) style of management,

was something else NSF could begin. (This

vanced as expected at first, but just as really

told me privately that DOE staffing levels for

maneuver is well-known in the Capital as “the

big expenditures were about to be initiated

a project of this size would likely have been 6

Washington Monument Ploy,” i.e. the Interior

there was an obvious glitch. What happened?

people at headquarters and 30 people in the

Department proposes to close this popular

field. NSF was trying to manage all this with a

monument when they face a serious budget

In November 1992, as part of routine NSF

single half-time theorist, and this would have

cut.) OMB played along with this charade, and

oversight, David Berley put together a visit-

predictable consequences. Bob Eisenstein,

agreed to add additional funds on top of the

ing LIGO “Special Emphasis Panel” review,

who was the NSF Physics Division Director

NSF science and education base request in or-

followed in June 1993 with another “Special

when the cooperative Agreement was nego-

der to initiate LIGO construction. So funding

Emphasis Panel.” Both of these panels were

tiated, improved NSF oversight enormously

for LIGO certainly did not come out of funds

increasingly concerned about the overall

by bringing on David Berley as a full-time
Program Manager for LIGO, and I continued
to help half-time. Berley was previously the
NSF Program Director for High Energy Physics (1980-1991). He had been in charge of
building things elsewhere as well, both at
Brookhaven (where he was Head AGS Planning and Support Division, 1970-1974) and at
DOE (1977-1980). We were lucky to have him
in our office. He began using all of the wellknown construction methodology of high
energy physics, where you take a big project
apart, look at its pieces, and figure out how to
build all the modules necessary. David immediately saw the need to reorganize the staff
Fig.2

within NSF, and created the LIGO Coordinating Group, a team from across the NSF to expedite the review and processing of the many

available for Astronomy, or indeed out of any

progress being made by LIGO management,

scientific, legal and contractual issues which

other NSF program. Moreover, these funds

and identified several key issues which were

would arise during this construction epoch.

were to remain in the Foundation’s new base

reported to NSF and Caltech. First of all, the

budget after the completion of LIGO con-

project had not yet produced a written proj-

With regard to the challenge of financing this

struction, to be used in a separate new Major

ect management plan, showing how it would

new endeavor, despite the anxiety of the As-

Research Equipment budget line for capital

spend the $272 million construction budget,

tronomy community, NSF was not working

construction funds for all future major NSF

detailing how LIGO would use money over

with a fixed funding pie––that is the wrong

construction projects as they came along.

time, and what it would get at each stage. This

model. Erich Bloch, the Director at NSF from

(This innovation was due to another physicist

required planning for budgets, staff levels, de-

1984-1990, played the science funding game

who served as NSF Director, Neal Lane.) It was

liverables, schedules and milestones. Writing

very adroitly. (He had been the engineering

agreed internally at NSF (with signed agree-

all these details down on paper just was not

manager at IBM’s STRETCH supercomputer

ments) that the operating funds for LIGO

happening. The second problem identified

system.) In the annual budget process Bloch

would be included in future budgets to Con-

was that staffing levels were not adequate to

was asked by OMB each year to submit a bud-

gress for the project, and not come out of the

manage all the activities about to begin. Un-

get for a fixed total amount of money, and

existing scarce research funds then currently

der these circumstances, NSF had no context

so in preparing the FY1992 budget request

available to the Physics Division. This was all

for evaluation of the effectiveness of individ-

to Congress (in 1990) Bloch put together a

handled very intelligently.

ual subcontracts in adding value to the effort,
as the project breakdown was not yet defined.

base NSF program without LIGO, despite
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having previously kept OMB informed that it

In 1992 the LIGO construction epoch began,

Consequently, major spending could not be

was under consideration. He told OMB that

and Fig. 2 presents the actual funding profile

approved, and the project came to a halt. The

Fig.3

third problem noticed by the review committees was that access to the project by the outside scientific community was not happening
as desired. This was a very serious obstacle for
the project, blocking an important channel
for solving all the difficult scientific and technical problems it would face.
NSF arranged a series of meetings with senior
management from LIGO, Caltech and MIT to
see if we could figure out ways to solve all the
identified problems, and these discussions
went on for some time.
Eventually the whole process collapsed, and
Caltech and MIT representatives went back
home for internal discussions. In January 1994
they came back to NSF with the request that
Barry Barish be brought in as the new LIGO

Meanwhile NSF management was busy talk-

deliverables. In September 1994 the Physics

director. He was at Caltech, and it was LIGO’s

ing to Congress and the OMB, describing the

Division assembled a very professional and

good fortune that the Superconducting Su-

evolving situation. At the request of NSF, the

experienced review panel that David Berley

per Collider (SSC) had closed and he had

FY1994 LIGO construction funding request

put together, a team possessing all of the

less to do than usual. He had been working

to Congress was put on hold. NSF explained

necessary skills and experience to evaluate

on a billion dollar construction project there.

what was happening, and what we were at-

the project’s efforts in cost estimation, project

If NSF approved, he would bring along very

tempting to do to fix it. We said that with the

management, and controls. They went over

experienced staff from the SSC. Gary Sanders,

present issues unresolved we could not take

the new plans and costs. They reported to NSF

one of these people, was also proposed as the

any money. We promised to keep them fully

that things were now in shape and LIGO was

LIGO project manager.

informed whenever anything significant hap-

ready to proceed; that LIGO actually had a de-

pened. We said if we were able to get LIGO

tailed and credible project management plan

Reboot

management back on track, we would come

which they recommended be approved by

In February 1994 NSF agreed to these chang-

back to ask for consideration to resume fund-

NSF. With this accomplished, the project was

es, and the new management team moved

ing. And if we could not fix it we would not

broken down into a bunch of small tasks that

into place and began to work very, very in-

come back. Staff at the OMB and the key Con-

could be monitored by management, and this

tensely trying to figure out a plan to fix the

gressional Committees were enormously un-

made project risks routine.

problems. They revisited all of the previous

derstanding. (For the role of the NSF during

plans for the project, set to work developing

this period, see Fig. 3).

In November 1994, the NSF Physics Division
returned to the National Science Board, to-

a needed work breakdown structure in enormous detail, and began new cost and contin-

While all this was going on, Rai and I con-

gether with the chairman of the recent review

gency estimates from the ground up. They

tinued our occasional walks around Walden

committee, and reported the results of the

also added provisions for additional manage-

Pond, discussing plans for a very uncertain

September review. We asked for the NSB to

ment controls during the construction phase,

future.

approve a re-baselining of the construction
costs, because Barish put additional people

and additional project management staff
to keep activities moving smoothly. When

After several months Barish and his team were

and needed accounting and controlling sys-

completed, this analysis and a proposed new

able to formulate a revised plan to manage

tems in that had not been part of the original

management strategy would have to be dis-

the LIGO construction phase, and they pro-

cost basis of the project. Also there were some

cussed with the National Science Board to de-

duced a very detailed project management

“marching army” costs necessary to keep

cide whether and how to proceed.

plan, with accompanying work breakdown

things together while the project was being

structure, schedules, budgets, milestones and

reorganized under the new management
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team. This led to an increase in total costs for

Grand challenge computing

new budget of over 1 million dollars per year,

the initial phase of LIGO from 250 to 292 mil-

In parallel with this major facility construction,

perhaps the most lasting effect of this invest-

lion dollars. After a thorough examination,

NSF made a significant investment in gravita-

ment was the education and training of a new

the National Science Board was satisfied with

tional theory, to improve our understanding

generation of young researchers working on

the changes, approved the additional costs,

of modeling potential strong gravitational

simulations of solutions of the Einstein field

and agreed that LIGO could go ahead. We re-

radiation sources. In 1992 and 1993, the

equations that were fully nonlinear and 3D,

turned to Congress and informed the staff of

Foundation, as part of the U.S. High-Perfor-

incorporating the full complexities of strong

the recent progress, and with their approval

mance Computing and Communications

field gravity. Recently, the achievement of

were back in business.

(HPCC) program, funded new research by

their original ambitious scientific goal was

groups pursuing so-called “Grand Chal-

recognized by Kip Thorne, who conceded

From that point on NSF conducted routine

lenges.” These Grand Challenge projects

that he had lost his provocative bet, made in

oversight reviews with a visiting panel twice a

brought together disciplinary researchers,

Austin in 1995, against their timely success.

year from 1995 to 2001 and everything went

computer scientists and emerging infor-

very smoothly. The project was on budget, on

mation technologies to tackle “fundamen-

The wager was as follows: Kip Thorne hereby

time, and on scope, despite the jumping of sev-

tal problems in science and engineering,

wagers that LIGO will discover convincing

eral orders of magnitude in existing technol-

with broad economic and scientific impact,

gravitational waves from black hole coales-

ogy, to deliver wonderful performance results.

whose solution could be advanced by ap-

cence before the numerical relativity commu-

This was not an accident. If you try to put up a

plying high-performance computing tech-

nity has a code capable of computing merger

conventional office building and do not watch

niques and resources.” Among the nine new

waveforms, to 10 per cent accuracy, as deter-

what you are doing, the costs can go up a fac-

Grand Challenge Application groups initi-

mined by internal computational consistency,

tor of two over your budget estimate. LIGO was

ated in 1993, one was entitled “Black Hole

for coalescences with random spin directions

doing something very non-conventional, and

Binaries: Coalescence and Gravitational Ra-

and magnitudes and random mass ratios in

management made sure, by force of will, that

diation”. With this effort, the US community

the range 1:1 to 10:1. The signatories below

the project came in as planned. NSF ultimately

of gravitational theorists working on numeri-

wager that Kip is wrong. The loser(s) will sup-

paid out the remaining annual increments of

cal relativity were dragged through their

ply a bottle or bottles of wine, value not less

funds for construction and initial operations

own transition to Big Science, with the usual

than $100, to be consumed by the winner(s)

(to bring the phase 1 instrument close to its

painful elements of large collaborations and

and loser(s) together.

initial design sensitivity), over a period of time

distant centralized facilities. Through this

on a conventional schedule, as planned. This is

extended effort, theorists worked just as

Birth of the LSC

shown in Figs. 2 and 4.

hard as experimentalists. With a significant

In the middle of LIGO construction, ongoing
activities seemed to be proceeding well, but
NSF still had a concern about the future development of LIGO with regard to planning
for the access to LIGO by the wider scientific
community. After discussions with Barry Barish, David Berley felt that the best way to
activate this effort was to enable a thoughtful discussion with experienced community
leaders and facility directors on how this
might be achieved. To this end, Berley organized a panel on the use of LIGO which met
in June 1996. What emerged was a non-trivial plan, developed by Barish with input and
discussion by this committee and its chairman, that LIGO would be separated into two
parts, each with separate governance.
Fig.4
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The parts would be:

outcome would be there. LIGO was the result

-

The LIGO Laboratory (responsible for con-

of investment in long-term research, develop-

structing and operating the facility)

ment, and construction (over four decades—a

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC)

scientific lifetime) to reach towards a difficult

(A User’s Group responsible for carrying out

but enormously exciting goal. During that

the science)

period, the NSF oversight philosophy was to

-

The panel report also provided a first descrip-

get good people and try to stay out of their

tion of the magnitude of the computing fa-

way as much as possible, but to stand by and

cilities required to support users, as well as

be ready to help with mid-course corrections

indicating the need for future software devel-

when needed. During much of this time, Con-

opment needed to do the science.

gress was ready to take risks to achieve significant progress, and to show patience when

All this has now been implemented and is

things hit a bump.

working extremely well. The recent success
of the planning, execution, and installation

LIGO was conceived at a time when scientists,

of Advanced LIGO, the second phase of con-

administrators, and politicians showed great

struction envisioned in the original proposal,

vision. We now live in a different era. There is

has now brought the facility to the level of

confusion about the value of basic research

sensitivity necessary to detect the “gold-plat-

compared to applied science and engineer-

ed sources” envisioned in the original con-

ing. Key Congressional committees are lead

struction award in FY 1992.

by politicians who do not believe in evolution.
Short term goals are important, and long term

Coda

vision is rare. A similar project with such high

LIGO was a project initiated long ago, at a

levels of risk could not be attempted today. It

time when the scientific community defined

is important that LIGO achieve major success-

basic research priorities at NSF in a bottom-up

es and solve many cosmic mysteries, to repay

fashion. Then, the function of NSF was to help

the trust and commitment of a public that has

scientists do what they found interesting. NSF

invested much and waited patiently for a long

believed that basic research belonged at uni-

time to see it operational. I look forward to the

versities, as you could never predict what the

exciting payoffs immediately ahead.
2016

A fully locked H1 operates during the early evening
in December 2015 under the watchful eye of operations specialist Thomas Shaffer. Postdoctoral scholar
Darkhan Tuyenbayev looks at photon calibrator data
in the front of the LHO control room.
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Going operational:
LISA Pathfinder

W

The LISA Pathfinder composite is being mounted on its

hen I started writing this, we

is a staff scientist primarily working

were nearing the end of the

almost 8 years now, that it is difficult to

on LISA Pathfinder at Leibniz Univer-

launch campaign and LISA Pathfinder (LPF)

remember a time when we were not say-

sity Hannover. In his ever diminish-

had just been installed in its launch fairing,

ing “Not long to launch now, …” but there

ing spare time, he also endeavours

never to be seen by human eyes again. Next,

was always a little more time to tweak this,

to raise two healthy children, play

accompanied by heavy safety and security

change that, write a new algorithm, improve

it made the 10km journey from the integra-

the software, design one more experiment,

tion building out to the launch site in Kourou

rework the timeline, and so on. That time

before being placed on top of the 30m tall

has now passed, and we have to get down

Karsten Danzmann, AEI Hannover:

VEGA rocket for the final preparations for

to the serious business of performing the

“After 17 years of working for this, it feels

launch 13 days later.

correct experiments in the optimal order so

hard to believe that it is real. Anxious ex-

that we learn all we can about building and

citement is maybe a correct description of

From my side, it feels like there is still so

operating a gravitational wave observatory

my feelings.”

much to do to be ready for commissioning

in space. No small task.

piano,and maintain a few software applications.

Bill Weber, University of Trento:

and science operations, but that’s probably
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launch vehicle adapter in the clean room in Kourou.

to be expected. As we near launch, I feel a

For other members of the team, those who

“I am very excited for the launch and trust

heady mix of excitement and anticipation

have been working on the hardware of LISA

that VEGA and the propulsion module will

about what’s to come. We have been pre-

Pathfinder for even longer than I, this must

bring us safely into orbit around L1. Then,

paring for science operations for so long,

be a really nail-biting time:

I am thrilled and somewhat frightened to

think about how much we will learn every

data analysis team. The environment here is

day from our orbiting laboratory, as we turn

ideal for the individuals that want to work

on the instruments and move towards drag-

on topics relevant to gravitational wave as-

free control of the LPF spacecraft and an in-

tronomy, instrumentation, and data analy-

terferometric measurement of the relative

sis. The institute is very well manned with

acceleration of two free-falling test masses.”

experts in interferometer metrology, and
theorists that are very experienced in as-

Eric Plagnol, APC Paris:

tronomy and detection problems.

“I am certainly excited and maybe a little
tense as the fate of LISA Pathfinder is out of

What has been the most interesting thing

our hands in the coming weeks… but con-

about preparing for science operations?

fident that ESA’s Mission Operation Center

In science, probably the most interesting

will make this first step a success.”

part is, surprisingly, the problems that one
encounters along the way! During all these

Stefano Vitale, University of Trento:

years that I have been involved in the proj-

“Quite an exciting moment! I think every-

ect I have participated in many simulations,

body in the field should keep their fingers

endless meetings about software develop-

crossed!!”

ment, countless discussions about the operation of LISA Pathfinder, and all with a sin-

Miquel Nofrarias, IEEC, Barcelona:

gle final aim: to solve all of the foreseeable

“I feel privileged to live this moment. Some-

problems during the mission. Planning,

how, it looks to me similar to the 1919 expe-

and attention to the slightest detail of our

dition to the island of Principe... it was also a

experiments, is what keeps us going every

risky and complicated adventure with only

day. The last part is very important for this

one chance to measure. We are just taking a

type of mission - essentially laboratories in

ship that goes a little further!“

space - because it is not as straightforward
to adjust and optimise the instrument as we

Dave Robertson, University of Glasgow:

One of LISA Pathfinder’s two test masses.

“After more than a decade involved in de-

coming closer and closer, while everybody

signing, building testing and documenting

would do on the ground.
How did you feel when LISA Pathfinder

the LISA Pathfinder optical bench it will be

was working and preparing for a smooth

launched?

both exciting and a huge relief to finally get

mission operations period.

Watching the VEGA rocket fly in the air was

good data from it in orbit. Until then there is

an unforgettable experience. I felt moved

the suppressed terror that something, some-

What do you work on, and where do your

and rewarded that the satellite we had been

where, will go wrong. Watching the live feed

main interests lie?

building for so long was finally put into or-

from the launch site at 4.15am is particularly

My interests cover a range of topics, like

bit. It was also very satisfactory to see smiles

worrying and may be done from behind a

gravitational wave astronomy and in par-

on peoples’ faces that have spent half of

sofa with a small Balvenie whisky in hand.”

ticular the science of space-based observa-

their career working on this mission. I could

tories like LISA. I mostly focus on the data

only imagine their feelings at this moment.

analysis techniques used for such instru-

But at the same time, we soon started real-

Nikos Karnesis’ tale

ments and the relevant statistical tools. I

ising that data is going to be flowing soon,

How did you get started in LISA Pathfinder?

have also been a member of the developers

and the work preparing ourselves for opera-

My journey alongside LISA Pathfinder be-

team for the data analysis toolbox for LISA

tions will have to be intensified. Suddenly

gan when I joined the Institute of Space

Pathfinder since the start of my PhD studies.

time seemed short!

candidate. Even back then I started realis-

Where are you working now?

Are you looking forward to science opera-

ing the importance of the mission and the

After my thesis defence, I moved to the Al-

tions?

excitement of the team for the upcoming

bert Einstein Institute in Hannover to con-

Definitely! We have been preparing for this

launch. As time passed the launch date was

tinue my work as part of the LISA Pathfinder

for years. Although if we think about the du-

Sciences of Catalonia (IEEC-CSIC) as a PhD
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the 8 solid `fingers’ are released from each
test mass, simultaneously a venting valve
is opened, connecting the vacuum around
the test mass to the vacuum of deep space,
allowing the residual pressure that has
built up due to out-gassing in the year or so
since integration to begin dissipating. The
test masses are now held by the GrabbingPositioning-and-Release mechanism: two
controllable fingers, one on each side of
the test mass.
Free at last!
Preparing for science operations has been a long process involving many technical meetings, training sessions, and

The moment of truth: the test masses will

reviews. The photograph shows one of the recent reviews which took place in ESOC in July 2015 where the team went

be released from the grip of the retract-

through the status of many of the analysis procedures needed for flight.

able fingers. This has to be done in such

space. This is a particularly exciting time

a way as to leave any residual velocity be-

ration of the mission, operations will last for

for me as the Optical Metrology Subsystem

low a few micro-metres per second so that

only a few months. This immediately puts

was partly designed, prototyped and then

the relatively weak electrostatic actuation

extra pressure on the online activities of the

tested in Hannover at the AEI, and so its

can grab the test masses and control them

community and to our instrument experts.

activation and operation are close to our

relative to the spacecraft. We are now in a

But we are all looking forward to an excit-

hearts. Some of us will be there to take part

position to begin drag-free operation of

ing and inspiring year, filled with invigorat-

in the switch on and work together with

the test masses.

ing activities.

the industrial teams to bring the system to
an operational state.

What will you do after LISA Pathfinder?

Science Operations: Let the fun begin!
Following the test mass release, the differ-

After the successful conclusions of LISA

LPF goes it alone

ent control modes will be commissioned,

Pathfinder, we commence the second phase

Around January 22nd, the LISA Pathfinder

allowing the system to climb up to our sci-

of the plan of the space-oriented gravita-

science module will be separated from

ence mode in which one test mass is drag-

tional wave community, which is none other

the propulsion module. This is a complex

free (i.e. the spacecraft will follow it using

than LISA herself. Our experience from LISA

manoeuvre which involves spinning up

the micro-Newton thrusters) and the sec-

Pathfinder will be transferred directly to the

the composite satellite to provide angu-

ond test mass is weakly controlled to follow

design of the three-satellite mission. Labora-

lar stability before firing the pyros (small

the first, all using interferometric readouts.

tories will get busy again and simulations are

explosive devices) to separate it into two.

The stable operation of the science mode

going to be performed for a mission much

Next the science module has to be de-spun

towards the end of February will mark the

more demanding than LISA Pathfinder.

using only the micro-Newton thrusters be-

end of commissioning and the beginning of

fore it begins its orbit around around L1

science operations.

(Lagrange Point 1).

Launching the future

Highlights to come
Relieving the pressure
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First light

With the propulsion module gone and the

At 04:15 UTC on Thursday December 3rd

Around January 14th 2016 we will see first

LISA Pathfinder science module close to L1

2015, LISA Pathfinder was launched. To say

light. The laser and optical metrology sys-

the next major milestone will be to release

this was a tense moment would be to en-

tem will be switched on. This constitutes

the launch locks that have safely held the

gage in wild understatement. We had just

two firsts: the first time the entire system

test masses in position from the time of in-

gone through the emotional rollercoaster

will be operated together, and the first

tegration all the way through the rigours

of a one day launch delay, and the virus

time an interferometer will be operated in

of launch. Around the end of January, as

that I had managed to hold off since the

weekend attacked with gusto. Neverthe-

The primary metrology system on LISA Pathfinder is the

less after a few feverish hours in bed I was

Optical Metrology System (OMS). A complex configura-

back on the streets at 03:30 am heading for

tion of 4 different interferometers, the OMS has under-

the European Space Operations Centre in

gone a long design and construction process to ensure

Darmstadt where I would meet colleagues

high performance when in flight. The image shows one

and watch the launch before taking part in

of the original sketches of the optical layout, a CAD

a press event followed by a very welcome

model of the optical bench, and finally a photograph

celebratory breakfast. But now it’s up there!

of the flight optical bench mounted between the two

And about one hour after launch the suc-

vacuum chambers which house the test masses.

cessful acquisition of signal at ESOC marked
the point at which our mission really starts.
Following 2 weeks of orbit raising manoeu-

On December 3rd 2015 at 01:04 am LISA Pathfinder

vres, a final burn on December 12th pushed

was launched from Kourou in French Guiana. The

LISA Pathfinder out of the grip of the Earth

photograph shows the lift-off of the VEGA rocket which

and off towards L1. That journey takes a

would bring LISA Pathfinder into its initial orbit around

while, so the team got a well deserved

the Earth.

Christmas break to recharge before the
main show begins.
With Pathfinder well underway we are em-

experiments to learn all that we can about

barking on our first step towards a gravi-

free falling test masses, laser interferometry

tational wave observatory in space. The

in space, micro-Newton control of drag-free

experiments we will do on board of LISA

spacecraft, and much more besides. So in

Pathfinder will teach us much about what it

some sense, after many years of waiting for

means to fly and operate such technology,

this moment, now that it’s nearly upon us, at

and should allow us to design and then build

the same time the mission is nearly over. But

the best future observatory that we can.

the really interesting and fun measurements

And time is short! The science operations

lay ahead and we need to focus on those be-

phase will last a mere 90 days, during which

fore moving on to the building of LISA and

the team will perform a dense program of

observing the gravitational universe.
2016
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LISA Pathfinder

December 2015 –
The Launch Story

a group of buildings stood out: freshlypainted in white and with very trim surroundings, this proved to be the French
Foreign Legion barracks. I suspect regular
painting must feature in their training…

Harry Ward
Harry Ward leads the space gravitational wave work at Glasgow.
For LISA Pathfinder the group
built, tested and delivered the
optical metrology system that lies
at its core.

O

n a bright and crisp 30th November morning, a group of around

80 scientists, engineers, managers, public
relations experts and press – all with their

so we were looking forward to a Tuesday

The Vega launcher, carrying LISA Pathfinder, is all

different agendas, and emotions – gradually

of spaceport visits before the night-time

set for launch after the mobile gantry withdrawal, at

gathered in a virtually deserted Terminal 3

build-up to the launch. As well as look-

Europe’s Spaceport in Kourou, French Guiana, on 3

at Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris. Among

ing forward to that, I was also looking just

December 2015.

most of the LISA Pathfinder scientists – for

about everywhere else: I am not an animal

whom launching something they had la-

or insect fan, and reports had reached me

Our tour was fascinating. Standing at the

boured hard for over a decade to produce

of hotel rooms with various forms of wild-

base of the mobile launch table and look-

was a new experience – there was a slightly

life. Toads, tarantulas, and unrecognised –

ing up at the full height of an Ariane 5 is

nervous air of excited anticipation. But many

but large – flying things had all featured in

impressive, as is standing at the edge of the

others were old-hands at the space business

dispatches by those who had travelled out

Soyuz launch site blast pit. We also got fairly

and seemed very relaxed, at least for now.

earlier! Fortunately, and probably due in

close to the Pathfinder launch pad, though

no small way to the almost overwhelming

the launcher itself was hidden by the mo-

Travelling by private Business Class charter

amount of DEET applied daily by the entire

bile support building. Then a quick visit to

is certainly the way to fly! Extremely well-

group, just about every insect gave us a

the on-site launch control centre followed –

fed and “watered” throughout the journey,

very wide berth.

with first sight of a ticking countdown clock

we flew to Cayenne, arriving there around
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– before we headed off-site for lunch.

7.30 pm. Shortly after arrival we were on

Tuesday dawned hot and humid. After

a bus en-route to Kourou, the town near-

breakfast we boarded our buses and head-

It was on the bus to lunch that the whispers

est to the Guiana Space Centre, Europe’s

ed for the spaceport. A location by the sea

started. Someone heard about a launcher

Spaceport. After a quick check-in to the

and with a jungle-like climate that is essen-

problem. Was it a failure of a thruster, or a

hotel – in my case the former prison for

tially constant 24/7 clearly presents a chal-

telemetry issue? Or nothing? Brows were

French criminals that were not quite bad

lenge to infrastructure: my overwhelming

tightening, emails were being studied

enough to be consigned to the nearby

impression was that everywhere – even

closely on smartphones, routine conversa-

Devil’s Island – we all convened for a re-

the high-tech spaceport buildings – was

tions were quietening so that ears could

ception. Launch was due to take place in

faintly brown and streaked by rust stains.

tune in to the murmurs. At lunch the buzz

the early hours of Wednesday morning,

As we drove along the route from Kourou,

continued; gradually better information

Launch
began to trickle down: not a component

went on a tour to the zoo. It was hard, how-

and the live ESA and Arianspace TV pre-

failure, more a flight analysis issue perhaps?

ever, to stop clock watching: the time till

sentation began. For me it was a particular

Before long we were summoned to gather

the launch update news dragged on. As we

pleasure to hear the Project Scientist, Paul

to hear the official statement: launch can-

drove to lunch we passed a convoy of For-

McNamara, talk us through the final stag-

celled – at least for tonight; no update until

eign Legion trucks heading in the direction

es. Paul is a former PhD student of mine at

tomorrow lunchtime; problem is a poten-

of the Spaceport. We knew they had a role in

Glasgow, and like many of us, has spent a

tial one rather than an actual one: the long

securing the site for a launch. Did they know

very long time preparing for this moment.

shadow period for the fourth stage before

something we didn’t? It must be a sign...
With just one minute to launch the doors

re-ignition might result in it getting too
cold; further analysis to be conducted over-

Again it was at lunch that the news broke.

to the viewing platforms were swung open

night in various places. Concern and disap-

First the whispers from a table of engineers,

and everyone made a move. Once outside

pointment spread rapidly. Phone reception

then the spreading smiles. A phone call to

there was just time to (push to) get a good

was almost non-existent in the restaurant

Stefano Vitale at our table brought more

spot, face in the correct direction, try to get

so communication back to Europe was al-

details - and the smiles spread further!

a camera turned on, and then hear over the

most impossible. A couple of us overheard

Should we send messages home? Better

public address “trois, deux, un, top, alloum-

that reception was possible “in the middle

not; wait for the official announcement.

age“.

of the Kourou river”. So I cancelled the

Another summons to an adjacent room

planned Glasgow launch party by texting

to hear the update: go for launch at 01.04

In the distance the sky lights up. For a frac-

while leaning off the end of a boat launch

Kourou time!

tion of a second time seems to slow down
as you mentally evaluate if what you are

pontoon just by the restaurant!
Parties in Europe were hastily reconvened

seeing is more consistent with a launchpad

The remainder of Tuesday was fairly sub-

while we had our final dinner at the hotel.

explosion or a successful lift-off! But then all

dued. A trip to the Jupiter mission control

Bags were packed in readiness for a hasty

is clear: lift-off – and an extremely fast one.

room showed us where we would be for

post-launch departure, then it was back on

Not like the leisurely Apollo launches of my

the actual launch – if it happened. However

the buses to the Jupiter room. In the “fish-

youth, more like a firework at a New Year’s

we were very conscious that our delayed

bowl” – separated from us by huge glass

party. The launcher quickly vanished into

return flight would have to leave Cayenne

walls – controllers were hard at work. Big

the clouds, but by good fortune reappeared

at 0700 on Wednesday morning, launch or

screens showed live video of the launcher

briefly through a gap in the clouds about

no-launch, so spirits were a bit muted. With

and countdown timers. Finally everyone

half a minute later, at which point we also

time to be filled on Wednesday morning I

took their assigned seat, the room hushed

heard the loud rumble of the launch.

The launch schedule of 1am in French Guiana meant that the local time in Glasgow, three hours east, would be
appropriate neither for a late evening nor an early awakening. Instead, our local contingent of LISA Pathfinder
researchers decided to host an all-night party at the university’s newly refurbished observatory.
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LISA Pathfinder Launch

Back inside the control room there was still

Starting 04:30 on the 3rd of December 2015, Hannoverians converged on the Albert Einstein Institute to attend the

intense concentration from the control-

launch party for LISA Pathfinder. Dr Benjamin Knispel of the Institute ran the event. Local television stations filmed

lers: we might be off the ground, but there

the audience, as an estimated ninety people gathered for breakfast and awaited lift-off. The European Space Agency

were still a lot of critical steps to go. One

coverage, re-broadcast from French Guiana into the room, tracked the countdown. At precisely 05:04 Central Euro-

by one we heard of “all nominal conditions”,

pean Time, the Vega rocket carrying LISA Pathfinder ignited; a second later, the broadcast cut out! To the relief of all

stage shutdown and next stage startup, all

at the launch party, coverage returned a moment later, showing that the rocket was headed soundly skyward.

leading to a final release of tension when
the fourth stage shutdown was confirmed.

buses to collect our luggage and head for

For Pathfinder, the first frightening part – at

Then there were lots of congratulations and

the deserted airport. I think we were in the

least for the payload providers – was over.

happy faces. The guests filed out to a re-

air not long after the first Champagne corks

And by Christmas all the orbit-raising burns

ception in the area outside Jupiter. No rest

popped outside the Jupiter room!

and the final escape burn had taken place

for the controllers, however: the final and

46

flawlessly, setting Pathfinder on-course to

critical burn – the one that had caused the

I have heard that partying in Kourou went

arrive at L1 around 22nd January. And ar-

launch-delay panic – was still to take place

on a long time – in some cases till the Sun

rive it did: on schedule and with all tested

in about an hour. In due course we filed

was well-up on Thursday! Aboard the plane,

subsystems performing perfectly. So we

back in – and waited. Fourth stage burn

the earlier brave talk of extended on-board

can now look forward to the next phase –

start confirmed, then finally, nominal shut-

celebrations faded quite quickly, not be-

science operations starting in early March.

down: Pathfinder was in its planned initial

cause of any sense of anticlimax, simply

Watch this space!

orbit! Applause broke out all around, to-

because of exhaustion! Sleep followed for

gether with much hand-shaking, and back

most, and nine or so hours later, a plane-

slapping. A series of speeches followed and

load of very, very contented guests came

then we had to make a quick dash for the

back to Earth with a bump.
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Glossary
AGN: active galactic nuclei

GraceDB: gravitational wave event candidate database

BBH: binary black hole

GRB: gamma ray burst

BNS: binary neutron star

GW: gravitational wave

CBC: compact binary coalescence

GW150914: the event!

CBR: cosmic background radiation

iDQ: interactive data quality

cWB: coherent wave burst

LDVW: LIGO data viewer

DARM: differential arm (the gravitational wave channel)

LHO / H1: LIGO Hanford Observatory

DetChar: detector characterization

LLO / L1: LIGO Louisiana Observatory

DQ: data quality

LSC: LIGO Scientific Collaboration

EM: electromagnetic

NSF: National Science Foundation

ER8: engineering run 8 (in which GW150914

O1: observing run 1

was detected)

Omega scan: spectrograms generated using a sine-gaussian

ESD: electrostatic drive

basis instead of the sinusoidal basis of a traditional fast-fourier

EVNT: event logbook

transform

GR: general relativity

S4/5/6: LIGO science runs 4, 5, 6
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A signal from two merging black holes
A pair of black holes orbiting each other will create gravitational

A billion years ago, such an event happened. On September 14, the

waves, ripples in space and time. As these waves are emitted, the or-

gravitational waves reached Earth and the final fraction of a second

bit will shrink. The black holes get closer together and move faster

was detected by LIGO. Gravitational waves are a stretch and squash

and faster about each other. Eventually they merge together and

of space, and by the time the signals reached Earth they are tiny. We

form a bigger black hole. This emits gravitational waves as it settles

measure a minuscule change in the distance between the mirrors in

down to its final shape.

a LIGO instrument. Below we show what such a signal from this event
should look like.

Christopher Berry

Information extracted from the signal GW150914
The signal:

The source:

Date: 14 September 2015

Primary black hole

Time: 09:50:45 UTC

mass: ~36 solar masses

Peak strain: ~10 -21

spin: <0.7

Peak frequency: ~150 Hz

Secondary black hole

Arrival time difference between Hanford and Livingston: ~7 ms

mass: ~29 solar masses
spin: <0.9

Where:
Distance: ~1 billion light years

Gravitational wave energy output equivalent to ~3 solar masses

Redshift: ~0.09
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Location on sky resolved to ~600 square degrees (most likely

Final black hole:

southern hemisphere)

mass: ~62 solar masses

Orientation: face-on/off

spin: ~0.7

